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o,i
Let B be the »anech pace of function#, u, 

depending on the variable# £ ■ (xg,x^,...,xl.e. B 1# a normed linear 

spaoe of function#. Let A be a j if V4 BlfflOtfflE involving

derivative a with respect to the variades x^, 1 » 0>S ••••?• Then A is a 

linear napping

At B -• B,

and by a for u, we mean an equation of the form

A(u) - F(|), Fs B (1)

A solution of thia equation is any function u e B, which la transformed

into P by A#

The variables x « (x^Xg*...,x ) are called 

apaoe-like variable# . and the variable xQ is oalled a WftftlAg*

The reason for this distinction is that, in physical situations, the 

operator A is not given alone, but together with certain restrictions on 

u. lor example, the exact form of u, and cf some of its derivatives, may 

be given when one variable, say Xq, is zero* This is oalled the initial 

state of the system, and a solution of equation (1) is then required for 

Xq > 0. It is, therefore, natural to think of x^ as a time variable, and 

ao Xg will usually be denoted by t. The remaining variables will represent 

lengths, displacements, etc., in the problems considered in this thesis.

The order of the operator is taken to 

mean the highest space derivative occurring in (1)> and the order in time 

is the order of the highest derivative with respect to time appearing in

lor equation (1) to have a unique solution.
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further conditions must be plaoed on u. A pure Initial value proolea 

consists of equation (1), together with conditions specifying the values 

of u,ond all its time derivatives, of order less than the order of A in 

time, on the hyperplane t • 0« i.e. :

u(^a) - f0(s) 

at 1

‘ V j£ , (1a)

3*"1u(x,0) - f

• f“1

where A is of order a In tine, and f^ (i • 0,1,..., a-1), are known functions 

of the variables x. Thia proolen is oalled the 3auphy problem for u, "or 

some equations of the fora (1), the conditions (1a) are suffioient to 

detextiine a unique solution. This thesis, however, will be concerned with 

Initial-boundary value problems, A set of initial conditions of the form 

(1a), is given, on a closed region D in x speoe, on the hyperplane t • 0.

If 3D represents the boundary of the region D, and 3D X t > 0) represents 

the open boundary of the region D X [t > 0] in (x^t) space, then the 

boundary conditions are given on 3D X it > Oj, and the solution of equation 

(1) is sought in the region D X [t > 0]. The boundary conditions considered, 

will be of the fora

^(u) « ^(^t) (1b)

on 9D X [t > Oj, where (i * 1,2,••.,q), for some q to be specified, are 

linear differential operators of ox*der less than the order of A, both in 

the time and space derivatives, and (i » 1»2, ..,q), are given functions 

of x and t, which will usually be assumed to be bounded for all t > 0.



In thi3 thesis, three different types of equation, 

(defined in the next seotion), are considered* The operator A will be 

consld.red tog.^r with the boundary operator, i - S^ln,-

an operator (A,^,• **,N^) : B «* 3, under which equation (1), subject 

to (1a) and (1b), has a unique solution* Numerical approximations to this 

composite operator will be examined, and their stability properties 

(defined later) will be shown to depend on tho form of the boundary 

operators* The solutions of the differential systems will also be examined, 

and It will be shown that their asymptotic behaviour (as t * w) is 

affected by the form of the boundary operators.
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o.2 °f ?tff—IU1 ^CTttUaa*
V»e shall consider only operators of order two 

in and of order one or two In tine. The general linear operator of order 

two in the variables £ may be written In the form :
A , A

£
1.J-0

1.J(t)
i»0

•<r (2)

where the coefficients n4 y b., and c, (i,J « 0,1,...,p) are in B. -e 

as too late with A the matrix where

Q

and Q is assumed to be symmetric for all J. Three cases will be disting

uished here t

(a) Q Is positive definite for all

(b) At least one eigenvalue of Q is sero.

(o) One eigenvalue of Q is negative, and the rest are positive.

By means of a transformation of variables,

(e.g. Garabedian ' 18J, p. 71), the second order terms in A may be put

(*)
A

r

1=0

*i(s> if .

(b)
J
/
i»1

•i(*A
•

(c)
*
\
L~j
i»1

*1
’ a0<*> '

■ B, i » 0,1, • •»P» and J • (y0>y1,**,yn^ &re tk* transformed

variables, Equation (1) will be assumed to be in one of these canonical
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format and the variables x will be used*

he three problems disousaed In this thesis are

now described as follows :

(a) The problem In this olass Is oisaon's equation In two or more 

variables> (and the associated Laplace*s equation;* 'hen this equation 

ooours In physical problems* It usually desorlbes non-transient phenomena* 

i*e. phenomena independent of time* bus* no variable is time-like* and 

Xp 1 « 1>2**»*p* are space like variables* A properly posed proolem*

In the sense that a solution (possibly non-unique) exists* can be shown 

to require boundary conditions on the boundary d of a dosed region 0* 

in £ space* The solution is then to be found in D* Llnoe the order of A 

Is two* It can be shown that only one boundary operator N* of degree one 

in the variables x^* 1 « 1* • ••»>» ia necessary* The equation which is 

considered is* therefore*

^2 • (5)

in a closed region D in x-spnoe, bounded by a surface 3D* on which

N(u)« « - H(j)u » *(*), (3a)

where v Is the Inward normal to D* and H and $ are functions of position 

on 3D* Clearly* this is not the most general N which could be considered*

(tangential derivatives could be involved)* but It is the one which ooours 

in many physical problems* and which we shall disouse*

(b) In proolems of this type* the variable xQ occurs in derivatives 

of first order only* It is usually time-like, and Is denoted by t* The 

moat common physical problem of this olass involves the equation of heat 

conduction, which gives rise to an initial- boundary value problem*



The time derivative la of order one, and ao only u need be sp eo If led
7

initially, on D. The apace derivatives are of second order, and so 

boundary conditions of the type (}a) are given on 80 X t > 0], where 3D 

is the boundary of D« The solution has then to be found inDX't>0]« 

he equation to be considered is thus of the fora :

at
a2

fee
(4)

ie1

in the region D X [t > Oj, subject to the initial conditions

u(jt,0) • jc a D, (U)

and the boundary conditions

- H(s)« jc e 3D, t > 0. (4b)

(o) An example of a problem of this class is given by the v-ave 

equation, In which the variable xQ represents time, and is denoted by t. 

£ inoc the order in time is two, two conditions are required initially, 

and the boundary operator may involve the first derivative of u with 

respect to time. In physical situations, this is usually an initial- 

boundary value problem, and so it is considered in the form t

3^u A if u

at Z— ae
i»1 . *

in tiie region D X [ t > 0 j, subject to the initial conditions 

u(^Q) - f(x)

•£(*0) « g(a) 
at ~

and the boundary conditions

- H(x)u - K(x>^ » ♦(«.*)• * « ®, t > 0,

(5*)

(5b)
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where HfK are functions of position on 2D.

It will be shown that the boundary operators

K play a significant part in the study of a differential system* and of

_____

numerical approximations to it



In thia section time dependent problems are

disouasede The operator A la asatsaed to be linear* of order K in tiae, 

and the coefficients in A are assumed to be constants* The prooleas (b) 

and (c), above, are examples with K ■ 1, and K * 2, respectively' A 

linear partial differential operator of order K in time gives an equation 

which may be reduced to a system of X linear equation of first order in 

tiae, involving in turn the unknown function and its first K-1 derivatives 

with respect to time* For example, the equation

0.5 DUfl*»U AwawHMHmi to Partial nuaUgM.

A
2 *9t ftc

which la of type (e), nay be reduced to a system which is first order In 

time, by putting

& a v
dt T*

so that

i*e*

it u u

V
B

o
1__

__
__

V

Putting u s (u,v), this equation may be written in the fora

it • •
where A la the linear differential operator



»o

(6)

. e therefore oonaider equations of the fona I

dt

where

at

» • Mt*S».......... »$=i
at at

and A is a linear matrix operator * with elements which are apaoe derivatives 

and constants# The Initial vector, JfcC&Q), is given in accordance with the 

remarks of the previous section# If equation (6) refers to an initial- 

boundary value problem for u, then there are boundary conditions given 

on ®> X [t > 0], where <£> Is the boundary of some dosed region 2, on 

which fc(x,0) Is given.

A &antSft .ftr. ^piyx^atlan to .quation (6) la

obtained by regarding t not as a continuous variable, but as a discrete 

variable* taking the values 0,dt,2dt, ,...,n£t, where n Is an integer, and 

At is oalled the time increment •The derivative oan be approximated, 

then, by, for example*

au(nAt)

at

jj((n*l)At) - u(nAt)
--------------------------

In addition, th. values of th. space variables (x^x^, are

considered to be discrete, and the increment In the variable Xp i * 1,## 

• »,p, Is denoted by Ac# The space derivatives are then approximated by 

linear combinations of the values of the function at the z&sh poll.:3,

l#e# at the points whloh are used in the discretisation# For example
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As on application of this teohnique, consider the system of equations- *
u 0 1 u

X
■ A o 

La*- UJ ▼

a.
at

obtained fro® the wave equation ® u • Then, using the approxisiationso vv r
to and *r-2 t suggested above, we obtain the difference equation

r i
«r1' u? 0 (■*)* u?
i e» i ■ (&2 1
n+1

Ji _
aL * J _-2 0 w L iJ

* A2
0

vn~7i+1vi-1

where (u®, V?) represents $ (adt,x^), for a • n,n*1, etc. If we replace 

tiie expression

<1 - ♦ <1»

by
I2 ,

where 3 is a difference operator, we obtain the equation 

1 at
(7)

1

where is the approximation to ^(nAt,x^)« For a sore general equation, 

we can still replace the derivatives occurring by disorete approximations 

as above, and letting un be the approximation to ji(nAt,x) we obtain the 

equation

M“*1 • H2»“ » (8)

where
hj • Hj(dt, j « 1,2,



IZ
are matrices of order K» involving difference operators such as £•

Equation (8) ia assumed to be solvable for &V so that, given u? we can 

find ^n, with n • 1,2,•••, by a step-by-step process, auoh as (8). This 

assumption implies tiJLt la invertible, and ao (8) may be written in 

the fora

. <*”, <»

where 4
c . n;\ .

If » I, the identity matrix, equation (8) la said to represent an 

explicit method* Otherwise (8) is an implicit isthod. ( Occasionally, the 

term fully implicit is used. to describe the case when H2 « !)•

It ia natural in a definition of convergence of a 

difference approximation to the differential equation, to suppose that 

nuaerlcal calculations are carried out using equation (8) with 

increasingly finer meshes, i.e. At, (1 « 1»2,..,p) «♦ 0. It 1a assumed

that these increments do not tend to aero arbitrarily, but that the 

Increments x^, for each 1, are functions of At; i.e.

« a4 (dt), i ® *1*2, ...,y,

where

a^(dt) + 0, as At •* 0.

Then equation (9) nay be written In the fora :

a”*1 » c(») an do)

Let $ be the exact solution of the differential

(*)• tet X b* the ssaat.solution of the e (®)»

i.e. the solution which would be obtained If infinite accuracy could be 

achieved In the nuaerlcal calculations. ?inally, let f, be the nuporioal 

solution of the difference equation (8); i.e. the solution actually



computed* Then, following O’drien, hyman, and Kaplan, ’ J7j, the definitions

»3

below are made :

(1) ?h» quantity )i-I is the ’->Sffl2JiiiaE_.S2!E» (*•*•)•

(2) The difference scheme (6) is said to Converge to the differential 

equation (6), as t •* 0, if the T*K. tends to aero; i.e* if

11» - li I * 0| « 4 ♦ 3,

where ||»il la tij. nona In ii.

(3) The quanti-y x * £ hunoric&l rror. (#•£•)•

(4) The difference method (8) is said to be stable if the N*B. 

tone-3 to sero as at -* 0, or if the W*£* is bounded everywhere 

in the region of integration; i.e* if

Hl ’ f i I bounded as it -* C,

where I Ml i« th* norm in the finite dimensional vector space*

These definitions indicate the principal phenoaena 

which must be examined in a disoussion of difference methods, vis* 

stability* and bonver^noe.* In order to obtain a practical method of 

measuring the quantities defined in (1) end (3) above, we foU ?w the

analysis of Lax and Riohtmeyer, [33»M }•

Tquation (10) nay be written in the form

iin*1 »

since C is a matrix with constant elements* The solution of equation (6), 

if it exists, may also be written in this way 1 i.e*

fc(t) « F(t)fc(0),

for some continuous operator F* Equation (6) is then said to be properly 

posed if the solutltm jj(t) de;>enda continuously on the initial data; l*e* 

if the operator F in uniformly bounded for 0 < t < T, for some fixed T*



In chapter 2, we discuss the position when boundedness of F is required

for all t*

Jonver£ence of the difference equation to the differential

equation requires that, for sone sequence At., i ■ 1,2, •••, which tends

to zero as i ** «, the norms of the operators F and Gn tend to one another;

l.e» n.
I |cn(J»t) - p(t)H *ov

where n^At^ ** t, as At* «• 0«

The difference aethod Is stable if

| |c“(Zit) 11 « M.

then

3(,3r , VAfc, (0 < At < r, 0 < nAt < T) 

Finally, if (9) is an approximation to (6),

„n*1 n 
» * U

At
« ii-lX if 

At

must be an approximation to Ji , Thus, if

X. H4F* - ‘II • ». •«“«.

then the method is said to be consistent The truncation error is 

obtained in a uaxner which verif ies consistency, as follows : The 

quantity

j SL^aL _ A j#n

is calculated, (using Taylor expansions about the point (nAt,$), to find 

M.n )» <uad ^hla *•**• The order of the T»E. is the order,

or power, of At and 1 • 1,2, in the principal part of the T»E«, 

(i«e« in the lowest tern of the T.E.)* Consistency, therefore, requires 

a T.E. of order at least one, in both At and x± for each !•

For a pure ini till value problem, Lax and



Riohtoeyer, ] have proved that if the problem is properly posed,

and the method of appsw Imation is consistent, tnen the method is stable 

if, and only if, It ii also convergent. Xt will ae suggested, below, that 

this equivalence theorem may also hold for initial-boundary value problem!, 

if”properly posed” Is interpreted in a certain manner.



-be aetiiod of von Neasann flQ>37j, for testing 

Ute stability oat’ a difference schorae Is as follows : let

? -
be the numerical error* ihec

<“*1 . C(At)£a (11)

A Courier deoonpoeltlon of each error <“ at the point j • (x1»x2,..,xp), 

is Guide; i*e*

<n « an e5^*- , n «

where •

is a vector with positive or negative integer components, 0 is a p- 

ocnponent vector, and (n > 0) are constant vectors* Substituting £n 

into equation (11), we obtain the equation

«n+1 • I («)

«ta*1 - G(b£)*o • (13)

The quantity C is a natrlx of order K, and is oalled the esmlafleatlon 

q trlx< 'rom (1}\ the stability condition is

3 U > 0, 3t > 0, Ak > 0, (C « 4t « T, ndt ■ t < T) => I |sn| I « V (H.)

for An e and and for seas >• 71« symbol | j* 11 denote* soa* matrix 

norm* This gives a definition of stability for an initial value problem, 

in terns of the noma cf a set of matrix operators* The analysis of these 

norms, and sets of necessary and sufficient conditions for stability, 

have ocen discussed at 1« ngth by several authors, in particular, Krelss,

; 27,28,29.50»J1»32], and Juohanan rtriotly, these results are
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not applicable to initial-boundary value problems, but the following 

remarks suggest a method for extending the work of Krelse and uohanan 

to cover the oase of boundary value problems.

if it is assumed that each error vector <nA
can be expanded in a Fourier series, I.e.

where n > 0, are functions of n only; ■ (lp.e.,1^) is a vector 

nith integer oonponer-ts; 0 ia a p-coaponent vector; and £ is a parameter, 

then an amplification matrix is obtained as before. The parmeter

& is eliminated using the boundary conditions, and the condition (14) ia 

then imposed for all £, and 1. This sug^e^tion is not backed by a 

theoretical argument, but appears to work in j ractice <ever, it will 

not be followed in this thesis, since a direot approach 0 th*s question 

of stability is made ( o.f. Todd [46 ).

Let the set of values of un at the pointe 

on the time level t » nLt be ordered ia some way. Theore are a finite 

number of points at this levs: f since the hyperplaae t » n jt lnterseete 

the cylinder D X ft > 0) in a dlosed region. Then the corresponding 

errors < are ordered in the aa*'- «ey, and may be written as one vector 

6n of all the errors at this t a levhl. Equation (11) may the* '•*: rsflaoed 

by an aquation of the font

f*1 . R(M)jf

1.0.

f*1 B £°, (15)

since E is a matrix with elements independent of t. The impor ant pointe



to note hero are that J

(1) R is effected by the form of the boundary conditions. 3 or exanpla, 

for boundary conditions of the form (*►&)> i,e,

- h($)u • $(^t), x « «>» t > o, 

for an equation which is first order In time, end second order in the 

spaoe derivatives, the matrix R will invclve H($),

(2) ^e order of R beooues infinitely large as M, and, therefore, 

iXp for all 1, tend to aero*

The definition of stability suggested by equation (15)

la thus :

X > 0,3< >0, (<it < «, rUt • t < T) I |R®(at) 11 < X .

This is the basis of the direct approach, first suggested by Todd !»&}•

In [12], Douglas also su.geats this approach, but his results are not 

complete, as the following discussion shows.

The condition for stability Is that the norms of Rtt 

should stay bounded, as n where nJt • T, and at ** 0. [A more

restrictive definition le on»i that requlros boundedness of Rr as n *♦ «, 

dt «♦ 0, end for all T, howevur large, o.f. vary [19], This point Is taken 

up again in chapter 1, ] As it -• 0, the order of R tends to »• It oan be 

shown (e«g, [20], Godunov and Ryabenkl) that a necessary condition for 

stability Is that the maximum modulus eigenvalue of R, l,e, the speotrsl 

radius p(R), should be less than, or equal to, one. This Is not, 

however, a sufficient condition, unless R Is symmetric, as the following 

example shows :

IE

Let the matrix R be given by
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a

*
i-r

0
1

1-r
0

1

1-r

• • •
0

and let It be of order R, where N will be allowed to tend to infinity.

Jlearly
X®) < 1, if

0 < r < 2.

Thus, for a fixed N, «♦ [0], u n (••£• Varga 47]) • But, if K •

at the same rate aa n, then It oan be shown that the norcis of Kn become

Infinitely large, unless 0 < r < 1. Thia particular example has been

considered by Bodunov and Hynbenkl 20], where it la shown that the

apectrusa of each natrlx Rn (i.e. the set of eigenvalues) la Inside, or on

the unit circle if 0 < r < 2, bh, but that the apeetrun cf the family (Rn| 
thcf N order aa trices, aa N and n-» la inside, or on, the unit oirole 

If, and only If, 0 < r < 1. Douglas, however, states that p(R) < 1 la 

a sufficient condition (provided only that any eigenvalues of modulus 1 

are not nultlple eigenvalues ), In the sense that Rn 0, where R la a matrix 

of fixed order. This is a misleading definition of stability, since It 

does not allow Aq and At to tend to aero at some fixed point,i.e. At + 0, 

with ndt ■ T, for some fixed T. If R Is symmetric, however, It oan be 

shown (••£. see the following section) that X&) < 1 la a sufficient 

condition for stability.
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Moras Of, l.atricos.

4 orief note on the nuwt which will he used* is 

aided. here* The norm which is employed is the third, matrix norm :

ll&ll • /n

where

R* being the transposed oonjugate of R, and p being the spectral radius, 

defined above• The spectral radius la not itself a norat but (e,g. [14])

x») < IbiU

where il«]| io any none. Thue, since p(R“') ■ pa(R), then if ,(S) > 1, 

||»n|| is Abounded, so n * — If, however, X is aysmetrio, then

,(R) ■ Vji ■ Aa(R*R)),

so that

X») «i»

is a neoessary and sufficient condition for boundedness of the norms of 

Rn.

The inequalities 

pa(R) < | |Rn| | « ||R||a,

follow at once from the above remarks, and from the definition of the 

norm of a product. Thus, an obvious sufficient, but not neoes&azy, 

condition for stability Is | |R 11 < 1 • In fact, this may sometimes be 

weakened to ||r|| < 1eC(lt), sinoe then

I |s I |n < no(n4t) « 1*0(T),

which Is bounded, if T is fixed. Thia point will be raised again in 

chapter 1.
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In tills section we return to second order 

uouruary value problems, of the t;rpe (a)* i-e. probleae which involve no 

^ime-like variable, and in which the value of the unknown function is 

given on the ooundary of a closed region. In the same m*w;er as in section 

0.3, the operator, such as the one in equation (3), is replaoed by a 

discrete approximation. Ordering the values of the function u, as In 

seotion 0»3> we obtain a set of linear equations, which can be written 

In the fom I

*51 « Kt (16)

where k Is e known vector, and & nay be singular. As above, R Involves 

tne coefficients in the boundary conditions, which are of the for© (ia).

The solution of (16) Is not usually carried out directly, but by scoo 

Iterative rrooeaa. Which la a pula whereby auoeesslve appnwdnationa )»n, 

n » 0,1,..,to u nay ha calculated, where u° la som arbitrary vector, 

for example, one such Iterative prcoeee is

5^°*1 • sHn * fee 07)

where I*S « R. The error of the 11 la

r1 r>1 na £»
aad thia aatlaflaa the equation

f*1 • sf» <*•>

The problem le not one of convergence of a dlfferenoe method to &

differential equation, for it ia assumed that the dpproxiaation (16) is a 

good (i.e. consistent at leaat) approximation to the differential equation. 

Instead, the problem le whether or not the iterates tend to the vector u,

i.e. whether or not £*"• 0, as n -* «. From (18), since S has a fixed order.



the convergence oondition ia

p(3) < 1.

It may be noted that the matrix 3. ia singular if, and only if, S has 

a real eigenvalue equal to ±1* In the problems oonaidered in thia thesis 

it will be shown that

p(s> < 1,

ia a neoeasary, and sufficient condition for convergence of the Iterative 

processes used.
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2rom the aoove remarks, it will bo seen that the

difference eye teas aliays take the fora of an appnnciii&tion to the

differential equation and the boundary conditions coaoinedj l.e. the

boundary conditions are regarded as pert of the differential operator.

This will be the theme followed throughout this thesis, i irst, the effect

of boundary conditions on the stability of sone difference approximations

to a simple equation of type (b) will be considered. Cihen the effect of

the boundary conditions on the diff erential op rator will be discussed.

The same programme will be carried out for equations of the type (a) and

(c). It will be shown that the boundary conditions decide whether the

problem is properly posed, or not, in the sense of section 0.3, i.e.

whether the solutions of the diff erential equations are bounded or not.

It will also be shown that the boundary conditions for which the 
Ma-

difference methods examined are/^t able, correspond exactly to the 

boundary conditions for which the problems are not properly posed.
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1.1 Introduction.

In this chapter we consider a parabolic equation with 

boundary conditions involving linear combinations of the function and its 

first derivative. A olass of approximating difference methods is examined^ 

ana the stacility of these methods is shown to depend on the form of the 

boundary conditions.

2^

/



1.2 The Differential Equation

Consider the equation

9u 32u
at 9 x2

in the region

R “ [0 <; x s i]x[t > 0]

for the function u(x, t), subject to the initial condition

u(x,0) = f(x) 0 < x < 1

and the boundary conditions

9u
-pu 0o(t) x=0, t i 0

9u
to+ qu x=1, t £ 0

(la)

(1b)

where p, q are oonstanta.

It is assumed that there are no discontin

uities: in the initial or boundary conditions, that 0O and </>i are bounded 

as t -> oo, and that there are no discontinuities at the oomers of R. That

is

D f(o)- pf(o) = 0O(O) ,
Ds I- , (2)

D f(l)+ qf(l) = 0,(1) a*
The question of* discontinuities in the initial data, or at the comars of 

R, will be mentioned, briefly, later. The conditions (1b), for various 

values of p and q give all possible linear boundary conditions involving 

both u and its spaoe derivative. When the values; of u alone are specified 

on the boundaries., the problem, is simple: and has been examined by many

authors * The mixed problem, with u specified on one boundary, and a linear 

ducombination of u and — on. the other, is considered later, dx

Several authors [e.g. 7,16,21,34>42]

have considered the problem (l) subject to (la), (1b) for the particular 

case of non-negative p,q. This restriction is not imposed here.
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2‘

The Numerical Approximation.

The region R ia oovered by a rectangular

net whose mesh points are (jAx, nAt), where j » 0,1,2,..........,N, NAx =1,

Ax is the space increment, n £ 0, and At is the time increment. The time 

increment is assumed to be a function of Ax; for this problem

At
CS)’ = r

where the number r is fixed and is called the mesh ratio.

The class of finite difference methods 

used involves the six pointa marked in figure [1], and is given by

v*}+— v" = r[esv?' + (i-e)s2v" ] (3)
J J J a

where v? is the difference approximation to u(jAx, nAt), 0 ia a parameter
V

in. the range 0 < 0 £ 1, and 5 is the usual central differenoe operator 

given by

S2v?
a

vm - 2v? + vm m = n,n+1. 
J ♦ 1 J J • i

The approximation (3) is applied for values of n £ 0, with the initial 

values v? given by f(jAx), and for each n, (3) i3 applied for values of 

0 = 1,2,.............

Figure [ 1 ]
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When j = 0 or N the boundary conditions (lb) must

be used. A particular boundary difference replacement is considered first, 

and others are considered later. When j = 0 or N in (}) values of v at 

points outside R are introduced. These are eliminated using th& boundary 

conditions (1b) with the derivative approximated by

cu. in
= 2TZ (vL," vj_? ’ •> = °’N* a = n’n+1 (3a)

If 0=0 or 0=1 the boundary conditions are applied only at one time level, 

n or n+1 respectively. The above boundary replacement is used because the 

error introduced by it is 0(Ax2), which is of the same order’ as the error 

introduced by equation. (3)*

The set of difference equations may now be written

in the form

Awn + 1 Bwn+ kn (4)

where kn is an (N+1) component column, vector involving 0o(t) and <£i(t) al 

t = nAt and t = (n+1) At, (m = n,n+1) is a column vector given by

= [ V?,v?,............ m = n,n+1,

and A,B are matrices of order (N+l) given by 

A = I + r&J

B = I - r(l-0)U
(U-)

with

U

2(1+ *) -2

-1 2 -1

-1 2 -1

(5)

-2 +



Let wn*1 be the exact (i.e. theoretical) solution of 

equation (4). Let Sn+1 he the numerical solution obtained by computation. 

Then the numerical error

e"*1 = un+1- Sn+1t>j rv

satisfies the homogeneous equation

Aen +1 Be1

or, if A is non-singular (which we assume to be the case),

n+1 _ A-’Bfn (6)



1 .2+. Stability Analysis.

The method of von Neumann for deciding stability 

questions may be used only for pure initial value problems, or for problems 

with periodic boundary conditions.This method cannot therefore be applied

to the above problem, [but c.f. the remarks in chapter 0, section J J. The
•S

stability criterion used/the one applied, by, for example, Godunov and 

Ryabenki [20] (see chapter o)•

Equation (6) may be rewritten in the form

en = (A-1B)ne0 n Ss 0.x z zvz

Stability follows if and only if, for some suitable norm [| • ||, we have 

I I II bounded. That is, sinoe

11 xn 11 « IIU-W.II x° II,

if and only if a constant K can be found such that

||(A-’B)n|| S K (7)

for all n. The condition (7) is required to hold in the limit as Ax, At 0, 

with nAt = t, for all t < T, for some fixed T. Recalling the definition of 

stability given in chapter 1, therefore, equation (6) is stable in a given 

norm if and only if*, for some fixed T„ and r =At /(Ax)z fixed,

(3K>0) (Ve>0) (At < e, nAt = t <T ) ||(A”1B)n|[ £ K.

Clearly, as Ax •* 0, the order of A~1B (which is N+1) also tends to oo.

* For- any matrix C, the spectral radius of C, p(c),

(the maximum modulus- eigenvalue of C), is related to the norm of C, ||c| |, 

by the inequality

p>n(c) « 11 CnI I < I I C 11" V n > 0, (8)

Thus it follows that, as stated in chapter 0,

(l)> The condition | | A~1B || is sufficient to guarantee stability of

60
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equation (6), but not necessary. This is the condition usually applied on 

the grounds of simplicity.

(2) A neoessary condition for stability is p(A“1B) < 1, but this is not 

sufficient.

If, however, C is a symmetric matrix, the 

equalities in (8) hold. Further, if C is similar to a symmetric matrix Q i.e.

C = p-’c* P,

where P is some non-singular matrix, then

C? = P"1CnP 
C*n = P GnP"1

Thus

li cn|I < IIP-’|I-lI C"||.||P||

and

II Cnll < I |p| 1.11 c"| |.I I P“’ll.

Thus if | I P I | and | | P“1 | [are bounded as n «* «», then | [ Cn | | is bounded as 

n -> 00, if and only if [[ Cn| | is bounded. But, since p(c) = p(c) and C is 

symmetric, || Cn|[ is bounded if and only if p(c) is bounded.

For the matrix U in (5), the matrices U and A“13

given by

U = D"1UD and A“1B = D** 1(A“1B)D,

where

1
/ 2

are aymmetyi n, and the norms J Jd J J and J ] D”1 J [ are botlh bounded for all n.
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The necessary and sufficient condition for (6) to he stable is then

K

or

p(a-1b) $ 1 (9)

Many authors [©•£• 4,33,41] weaken (9), when A”1B 

is similar to a symmetric matrix, as follows. Since what is required is that

n
(A’1B) be bounded for all n, with nAt < T, as At «* 0, then

pCA“1B) < 1 + O(At) (9a)

will be a necessary and sufficient condition for (9) to hold, as shown in 

chapter 0. G-ary [19] discusses this point in a more general context, and 

gives an alternative definition of stability which differs from the formal 

definition above only in the removal of the condition nAt < T. His definition 

is in effect a definition of stability which is uniform in time, i.e., 

stability which is still maintained as t -> «. Such a definition is necessary 

for equations which must be considered for large time e.g. dissipative 

systems. Kreiss [32] and G-ary both derive a stability condition which, when 

applied to the above problem, becomes the necessary and sufficient condition

p(A_1b) < 1.

It will be shown that for the problem under consideration the condition 

p(A“’3) < 1

is also sufficient



1.5 Eigenvalues of A~13. 33

Let X (j = 0,1,2,............,N) be the eigenvalues of
J

U. These are real since U is similar to a symmetric matrix. Then p. (j = 0, 
«)

1,2,. ...,N), the eigenvalues of A“13,are given 1oy

(1 + r0X.)“1(l - r(l-0)X.). 
j 0

(10)

Instability will occur if and. only if

B) = max|p. | > 1 .
J J

Since A is assumed, to be non-singular, it follows 

that 1 + r0X. 4 (j = 0,1,..........>N). Then p > 1 if and. only if one of the
V

following conditions holds :

(a) 3j -l/r0 < X. <0.
V

(b) V0, 0 < Q $ 1/2, 3j,

(c) 0 = 1/2, 3j

(d) V0 , 1/2 < 0 $ 1, 3j

X. < -1/r , or X. >a > £(1/2-0) •

X. < -2/r. 
J

< X. < -l/r0. 
0" r(0-1/2)

In addition the spectral radius of A**13 is 1 when no 

one of (a),(b),(c),(d) is satisfied, and either

Or
(e) 3j X = 0

1

V0 , 0 < 0 < 1.

(f) 3j x^. = r^y2-0) '> V® , o < 0 $ 1.

These conditions may be interpreted as follows:

(a) and (e) are conditions on U. If U has any negative eigenvalues the 

scheme is unstable for any r, according to (a). If one eigenvalue of U is 

zero and the rest are such that (a),(b), (c),(d) are not satisfied, then 

p(A“13) = 1;thus since A" "*3 is symmetric and similar to A-13, | [(A ’b) r‘ ; ; 

is bounded, and the scheme is stable. The latter instance is Ox some

importance and will be discussed further, later. The second conaiuion, <e), 

is a condition on r when X. is given for each j. Thus it is necessary that
V .

■(b)r s l/[x.(l/2-e)]Vj 
J
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for stability. The difference scheme is then conditionally stable for 0<6^l/2 

(i.e. stable under a condition on r), provided none of the conditions (a), 

(c),(d) are satisfied. The conditions (c) and (d) and the first condition 

in (b) are ignored for the reasons given below.



1.6 The Eigenvalues of U, 3S

(11)

3y applying the theorem of G-erschgorin to the

matrix U, the eigenvalues X^ (j - 0,1,are shown to lie in the union

of the intervals

Q O. $4 
J

. , 2i
N s Xj « 4 + N22

s X S 2, + 2a
N

i.e, in the interval

min(0,^y,^) Xj max(4,4-^A^)«

Thus, if p and q are both non-negative, the eigenvalues are non-negative.

If, when one of p, q is negative, there is a negative X., it is O(l/N) in 
J

magnitude, at most. This observation is the reason for dropping the cases 

(c) and (d), and part of (b), since, for reasonable choices of N and r, 

these cases cannot arise.

VZhen a negative eigenvalue occurs it is at most

0(1/n) in magnitude. Then

p(a~’b) = 1 + o(i/ii)

Thus

P"(A-’3) = [1 + o(i/N)]n

Now, if the formal definition of convergence is applied i.e. if the restrictioz 

nAt = t < T is imposed, then, since At = r/N2, where r is fixed, as N -* «>, 

and Ax, At, -* 0,

Pn = ' [1 + o(i/N)]t/At

= [1 + o(i^)]N2t/r

. Nt/r ■* oo as N oo.

The condition

P 1 + O(1/N)



is in fact 3G

p = 1 + O(V"(At))

and. is not sufficient to satisfy even the inequality (9a), which is the less 

strict condition for stability. If, as was suggested in section 4, the 

the restriction nAt < a fixed. T is removed, then the occurence of a negative 

eigenvalue will ensure instability, even if the above estimate of p = 1+0(l/N) 

is too rough.

For 0 < 0 < 1/2, there is the condition (b)’ to 

consider yet. For the problem with u specified on the boundaries, it is 

commonly supposed that the von Neumann stability criterion may be applied.

This yields the stability condition on r

r ** 2(1-20)

for the above difference scheme. Now, if there are any eigenvalues of U 

greater than 4, the condition (b)’ is only slightly stricter than the 

condition (12), which would be expected to apply; this is because any 

eigenvalue greater than 4 is, at most, 4 + O(l/N)> and the decrease in the 

upper limit of r is negligible. Thus the occurrence of eigenvalues greater 

than 4 is ignored here as far as stability considerations are concerned.

The conditions on p and q are sought which ensure that all eigenvalues 

are non-negative•

The characteristic equation of U is 

f(X) » | U - XI | = 0

This is expanded to give a polynomial of degree N+1 in X, viz. :

f(x) M [(X-2)*-4+ 4pqAa]TN_1(X) + 2(p+q)/N [^(x) - T^X)] = 0 (13)

where the polynomials T (X), (m S 1), are the characteristic equations of 

matrices of order m, and are given by
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(2-X) -1 0

-1 (2-X) -1 0

T (X) m (U)

• •
• •

-1 (2-X) -1
-1 (2-X]

The polynomials T^(X) have been discussed, by Rutherford 

^43»44j, and the following properties can either be found in these papers, 

or can be deduced, from the results, there:

1. T (x) satisfies the recurrence relationm
T (X) + T „(x) = T ,(X).m ' m-2x ' m-1

2. If X = 2(l-cos</>) then

T (X) sin(m+1 )<ft
sin</>m

3. The zeros of T^(X) are given by

4.

where

ft

Vx) L
r=0

2 IT k
f h — 1,2,

Crm-r(2-X)ffl-2r(-l)r

[m/2] =
m/2, m even, 

(m-l)/2, m odd.
=

m5.
T (X) c2m-r+1(_x)m-r.

m
r=0

6. Tm(0) = m+1, Tm(4) = (~l)m(m+l).

7* The function T (x) - T (x) is denoted by Q (x), and from 2,
m m—<- m

it follows that

2oosm0

Thus the zeros of Q^(x) are given by
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^9 , . 2 (2k-1 ) TT , „ o

Yk = 43ln ttm+'i) ’ k = 1>2»
The polynomial equation f(X) = 0 is now written in the form 

S(X) Tjj^Cx) + 2(p+q)/N Qn(x) = 0 (15)

where

S(x) = (X-2)a-4 + Xpq/N2 .

We now refer to figure 2. The (p,q) plane has been

partitioned into sections as follows:

D is p 0, q £ 0, p+q > 0.

E (both parts)is the region in which the functions 

pq+p+q, and p+q are both positive or zero.

E is the region between, but not including, the two 

branohes of pq+p+q = is the region between the. lower branch of pq+p+q=0 

and the lower branch of l/3pq +p +q = 0.

The reasons for this partition of the plane will

become clearer later.

In the region D, all points p,q give positive roots 

for f(x) = 0. This is obvious, since Gersohgorin?s theorem shows that the 

roots are non-negative, and putting X = 0 in (1£) shows that this is a 

root if and only if (using 6) pq + p + q = 0; i.e. for (p, q) inside D, 

there are no zero roots.

In the regions E, pq < 0; thus, since the roots

of S(x) = 0 are

4pq/N2 and 4-4pq/N2
then S(X) stays negative in (0,4) for values of p, q taken from E. In 

addition when (p, q) is inside E, p+q > 0 except at p=q=0. The case p=q=0 

is an easy case to dispose of, since the polynomial equation becomes

[(x-2)«- Mt^X) = 0



7Tkwith roots at X = 0, and. X = 4, and. X^ = sin , k = 1,2, *..,N-1. If the 

roots of T (X) and. Qjj(x) are called. (k = 1,2, . ..,N-1) and. (k = 1, 

2, ...,N) respectively, then 3 and. 1+ show that

0 < yi < /?i <------

,k+1

</3^ 1 < 2+. , and. that consequently

signtT^^y^] = (-1)'

and.

sign[QN(/3k)] = ("l)k.

Thus, since, for (p, q) inside E, S(x) and. (p+q) are fixed, in sign, f(X) 

changes sign in each of the intervals (y,,y, .) for k = 1,2,...,N. This
xC xv+ I

argument locates (N-1) roots of f(X) = 0, and. only two remain to be 

considered.. As X -* co, using 5 we see that f(X) has the sign of (-1/ •

At X = 4, the sign of f (4) is (using 6) the same as the sign of 

(~1)N( pq+p+q) > thus in E the sign of f(4) is (-1)\ Therefore f(x) has a 

root X > A* Except on the curve pq+p+q = 0, the sign of f(0), using 6, is 

the sign of pq+p+q, i.e. positive, and the sign of f(yi) is the sign of 

S(y(yi), i.e*, negative. Thus there is a root X in the interval 

(0,yi). When (p, q) is on the curve pq+p+q = 0 this last root is X = 0.

There are therefore no negative roots for (p, q) inside the upper branch 

of pq+p+q = 0, and one zero root when (p, q) is on this upper branch.

In the region P,since f(o) has the sign of 

pq+p+q, i.e. negative, and since f(-oo) is positive (as 5 readily shows) 

then f(x) has a sign change between X = -oo and X = 0. By arguments similar 

to the ones above, it can be shown that there is only one negative root 

when (p, q) is in the region P, and not a larger odd number. The knowledge, 

however, that there is one, is sufficient for the present problem.

Por large N it can be shown, using properties 

1-7, that the sign of the derivative of f(X) at X = 0 is the sign of
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(M) e -F A f(o)>o

+ = o
^0.

z / (o)>0

A /W > 0

(M)* H

f<x>

A / (o) < o

ELuluilq 3-



“(p + q + + 2). Thus, when (p, q) is on the lower branch of pq+p+q = 0

(where f(x) has a zero root), and. when (p, q) is in the region G, the 

gradient of f(X) at X = 0 is positive. As figure 3 shows, this means that 

there is a turning point of f in X < 0, when (p, q) is in G, and. hence 

that there^at least two roots in X < 0, since f(o) is positive in G. When 

(p,q) is in H (figure 2) it seems reasonable to assume that f(X) = 0 has 

two roots in X < 0, as in G. This fact (plausible from figure 3) is 

estlablished, later, by numerical examination of the polynomial f(X).

The conclusions of this section may be

42.

summarised, thus:

(a) V(p, q) in pq+p+q > 0, p+q £ 0,

(b) V(p,q) in pq+p+q =0, p+q > 0, 

roots are positive.

(c) V(p, q) in pq+p+q < 0, f(X) has 

others are positive.

(d.) V(p,q) in pq+p+q = 0, p+q < 0, 

root.

(e) V(p,q) in pq+p+q >0, p+q < 0,

f(X) has no negative roots.

f(X) has one zero root, and. the other

one root which is negative, while the

f(X) has one root X < 0, and. one zero

f(X) has two negative roots.

' p, q are such that any one of (c),(d),

(e) is satisfied., then the difference method is unstable.
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1.7 Alternative Boundary Replacement.

As an alternative to the replacement 

3nfor — given by (3a), there is the following difference replacement used 

by Lowan [35 J and others .When j = 1 or N-1, in (3), the values of vjand v.T 

(m = n, n+1), are obtained by using the boxmdary conditions, with the 

derivatives in the difference form:

du?
3xJ 77 (vT - ▼"), j = 0,N-1, m = n,n+1 (16) ZlX J +1 J

The matrices A and B in (4a) are now of order N-1 and U is given by

U

1+p/N
-1

-1

2

0

-1

(V)

-1 2 -1 
1+2q/N

. 1+q/N -

The matrix U is now symmetric. The main objection to this difference 

replacement of the derivatives is that it is accurate only to 0(dx) and is 

therefore of a lower accuracy than the difference replacement of the 

differential equation. The characteristic equation for U is given by

s(X) B [pq/N2 + (p+q^jT^U) - [(p+q)A + X]TN_2(X) =0 (18)

It is assumed, that |p|, |q| « K. The equation (18) is seen to have a root 

X = 0 only when pq+p+q =0.

Using the properties of T&(X) given in section 

6, it is seen that g(o) = l/N(pq+p+q) and g(-«>) > 0 for large N.Thus, when 

(p, q) is in the region F, f(o) < 0, and f(-oo) > 0. There is therefore a

negative eigenvalue. The G-erschgorin theorem applied to the matrix

U in (18) shows that the eigenvalues lie in the interval



« x < max(1 + W^’1 + WiP

Thus if p,q > 0, it follows that X. ^0, for j = 1,2, ......N-1.Since g has

a zero root only on pq+p+q = 0, it follows that X. >0 for j = 1,2, ....,N-1
V

except when p=q=0, when one root is zero and. the others are positive.

By 3 in section 6, the roots of T„ ^(X) are

Pk = k = 1,2,...,N-1,

and. the roots of T 2(x) are
’ TTrC

/3 = 4sin 2(n—1) K = ‘>2, »..,N-2.

Thus these are spaced, in the interval (0,2+.) so that

J

since

k-1 k k
N-1 N < N-1

when k < N.

Thus

0 < pi < p\ < /?2 <...............< <^N_1 < 4 (19).

If p+q £ 0, then the sign of (p+q)/N + X is positive for X in (0,4). Thus 

because of (19), g(X) changes sign in each interval (/3^_,• This argument 

locates N-2 of the N-1 roots.When (p, q) is in E, g(0) > 0 and. g(-oo) > 0 

so that the root which is still uxjlocated cannot be negative. Hence in D 

and. E g(X) has no negative roots, and. has a zero root only on the boundary 

of E, pq+p+q =0.

In fact it can be shown that the number of 

negative roots which g(X) has in E and. G- (it has already been shown that 

there is a negative root in F), is the same as for the polynomial f(X).

This may be proven algebraically but the proof is tedious; it is demonstrated 

numerically, later.



Pt* (p»q) f(x) s(\) h(X)

1 NONE NONE NONE

2 i*1 NONE NONE NONE

3 .0,1. NONE NONE NONE

4 -1/^1 NONE NONE NONE

5 "pi 1 zero root zero root zero root

6 -ir1 root = -*003 root = -‘003 root = -*003

- 7 “2r1
root = -*010 root = -*010 root = -*010

8
•> •

-2,2
zero root 
r»nnt. = —•DIR

zero root 
rnn+. = -'MR

zero root 
rnnt. = -• fM

? -3.-3.
root = -*016
root = -*027

root = -*015 
root = -‘027

root = -*020
root = -*030

T.aAZg I



3uA third, replacement of -7-7 which, in common with 

the one in (16) eliminates v^ and. v? (m = n, n+1), but which is accurate to

20(Ax)‘ was used, by Batten [2]. This is given by

-^0
3x

3x

1 z m , m , m\= 2^(~v2 + 4v1 ’ 3V

and.

1 / m , m 7 m> 
2Ax VH-2~ 2*'vN-1+ 3V

for m = n, n+1. With this replacement, the characteristic polynomial for

the matrix U which arises is

h(X) - + 2(p+<1)/n[tn_5(x) + 3TN-1(x) -4Tn_2(x)]

+(X2+ 4X)Tn_3(x) - 8XTN_2(X) = 0

Equation (21) has a zero root again only on the curve pq+p+q =0. The 

examination oi* h(X) is carried, out numerically at the end. of this section, 

where it is shown that negative roots arise for exactly the same values 

of (p><l) as for f(X) and. g( X).

The numerical tests made on f,g,h were as follows: 

the polynomials were evaluated for X = 0(-*001)-0•1, for the case N=20, 

and for various values of p and q. These are marked in figure 4- The sign 

changes of the polynomials were noted, together with the rate at which 

they were increasing at X = -0*1. The negative eigenvalues, if any, were 

in the interval (-0*1,0), as M to be expeoted, since if there are any 

negative roots they are of magnitude O(l/N), or 0(0*5) .A selection of 

the results is shownnin table 1. For each (p, q) the position of any 

negative roots is noted for f, g, and. h.

From the position of the points (p,q)

(21)

chosen, and from the results, it is evident that the conclusions (a) - (e) 

in section 6 are justified. • •



1.8 Mixed Boundary Conditions, 4-7

When the boundary conditions are given

in the fora

- pu = 0 (t), x = 0, t 50 
ax o (22)

u = 0 (t), x = 1, t £ 0

the preceding analysis is not valid. For a problem with boundary conditions 

(22) the matrices occurring in the difference solution using the first 

boundary replacement, are of order N. With the other two replacements 

the matrices are still of order N-1. It is easy to show that the polynomial 

equations resulting from the boundary conditions (22) are those obtained 

by letting q -+ oo in the equations f(X) = 0, g(x) = 0, h(X) = 0, after 

first dividing by q. The polynomial equations are then:

f(X) - 2p/NTN_1(X) + Tk(X) - Tn_2(X) = 0

g(X) « (p/N + 1)TN_/X) - TN_2(X) = 0 (2.5)

h(X) ■ 2p/NTN_1(X) + TN_3(X) + JTjj^Cx) - 4TN_2(X) = 0

The value of each of these -polynomials at X = 0 is 

f(0) = 2(p+l)

g(0) = p+1

h(0) = 2(p+1)

Thus, since the three polynomials are positive at X = -co, there will a 

negative root if p < -1. If p = -1 there is a zero root. By means of 

simple arguments of the type used in the previous two sections, it is 

easily seen that there are no negative roots if p > -1. For the similar 

problem when p = +« we require q £ -1.



1.9 Numerical Results

To

problem (l) was taken with

5u
dx

du
dx

demonstrate the results

the boundary conditions

-7T2t
- pu = we , x =

-w2t+ qu = -we , x =

of the previous sections

0, t > 0,

1, t £ 0,

and with the initial conditions

u(x,0) = sinwx, 0 < x < 1 •

The solution of this in R is

u (x,t) = e_,T sinwx, Vp, q.

The difference method used was (3) with Q = the Crank-Nicolson method)

and with the first boundary replacement. The values N = 20 and r = 1 were

taken. The method was run for 400 time steps (i.e. to t = 1) and the errors 
"tilwere calculated at every 20 11 time step. These errors are shown in table 2, 

for the values of (p, q) in table 1. All errors are quoted at x = ■§■, where 

the solution is largest, and the value of the theoretical solution of the 

differential equation at this point is also given. K is the number of time 

steps•

When (p, q) lies on the upper branch of the 

hyperbola pq+p+q - 0, we have an instance of the phenomenon first noted 

by Parker and Crank [38]. For example, when (p, q) = (-J-, 1), the theoretical 

solution decays to zero, while the error tends to a non-zero limit. This 

was called a persistent error by Parker and Crank, and was at first 

ascribed to the presence of discontinuities in the initial conditions, 

or between the initial and boundary conditions. However, the preceding 

analysis shows that such errors are the result of the matrix A 3 having 

spectral radius unity.



4-9

K

TA3LE 2.
-0-23

1-0
Theoretical

Solution. k
O

 "d
It 

II •0
•0

0-3
1 -0

0-0
1-0

r 20 ' 0-610 498 0-000 311 0-000 302 0-000 293 0-000 287

40 0-372 707 0-000 030 0-000 089 0-000 133 0-000 161

60 0-227 337 0-000 329 0-000 397 0-000 484 0-000 333

80 0-138 911 0-000 483 0-000 373 0-000 696 0-000 771

i 100 0-084 804 0-000 336 0-000 664 0-000 813 0-000 910

120 0-031 773 0-000 379 0-000 699 0-000 872 0-000 987

140 0-031 607 0-000 373 0-000 702 0-000 894 0-001 026

160 0-019 296 0-000 552 0-000 687 0-000 895 0-001 042

180 0-011 780 0-000 322 0-000 662 0-000 883 0-001 0244

200 0-007 191 0-000 489 0-000 631 0-000 863 0-001 037

22Q 0-004 390 0-000 433 0-000 598 0-000 839 0-001 023

240 0-002 680 0-000 421 0-000 565 0-000 813 0-001 010

260 0-001 636 0-000 389 0-000 332 0-000 787 0-000 993

280 0-000 999 0-000 358 0-000 300 0-000 760 0-000 973

300 0-000 609 0-000 329 0-000 469 0-000 733 0-000 937

320 0-000 372 0-000 303 0-000 2+41 0-000 707 0-000 939

340 o-ooo 227 0-000 278 0-000 413 0-000 682 0-000 921

360 0-000 138 0-000 256 0-000 388 o-ooo 657 0-000 903

380 0-000 084 0-000 233 o-ooo 364 0-000 634 0-000 886

,400 0-000 031 0-000 216 0-000 341 0-000 611 0-000 868

J



Go
TABLE 2 (contcL.)

p = -0*5 -1*0 -2*0 -2*0 -3*0



It appears, from numerical calculations and.

from the results in the previous sections, that initial discontinuities 

do not have a lasting effect on the calculations. They will obviously 

be important for a short time, but as time increases in a problem such

as the one considered here, the effect of the discontinuities will 

disappear. This has been shown by Pearson l40j and by Albasiny [*1j, and 

is referred to by Walsh( [50j> pagelifT)*

It is clear, from Tables 1 and 2, that the 

numerical error grows, and becomes unbounded, only in the cases for which 

U has a negative eigenvalue.

SI



S"2-
An Alternative Difference Approximation.

It may appear that the

results obtained in the previous sections arise from the difference scheme

Accordingly, another difference method is examined, viz. the Du-Fort 

Frankel scheme. This is an explicit method, using the five points shown

1.10

in figure 5, ?T I 
X

and given by

rt- I 
X-

n+1 n 
V . - V .

n-ri
■x.

7

o / n n+1 n-1 n \2r^v. , - v. -v. + v . .).1+1 .1 .1 .1-1'0 0 ' j+1 J J 0

When the first boundary replacement ,is used, (24) may be written in the 

matrix form

(24)

n+1 . n 2r n-1 . nv = Av + —-— v + k (25)

where k is a vector involving the boundary conditions, and where

A = 21 - U

the matrix U being given $jy (5). The associated error equation is

(26)

2r

n + 1 = A€n + aen“1 (27)

where a = —and may be written in the form:

A al 

I 0 .n# 1
(28)

n •

,n + v

A

X
?-<

-i Uzv

f < G a re 5

The condition for stability of (25) is thus that the norms of

A al 
I 0

be bounded for all n. If D is the diagonal matrix defined in section 4

then the matrix



VaD 0" -1 A al ' VaD 0*

0 DI— - I o_ . 0 D-

is symmetric ana. similar to the matrix 

'"k al
& =

Li o j

Thus (25) is stable if and. only if ^(&) <

the determinant

1• Elementary row operations on

I 0 A - p/I al
& - g =

0 I I

A - >1 al
P

0 -pi

Thus the eigenvalues p. (j = 0,1,......2K+1), are the roots of
J

—1----- - a

where Q. are the eigenvalues of A; or, since A = 21 - U,
V

2 - A. , j = 0,1,...,N.
V

where X are the eigenvalues of U. It can be shown that for any r there is 
j

an eigenvalue of G- greater than one in modulus if and only if U has a 

negative eigenvalue. Thus the Du-Eort Erankel scheme is stable or unstable 

for the same class of problems as the scheme (3)•



1.11 Conclusion. 5^

The main conclusion of this chapter is not that there 

are values of p and. q for which the difference schemes (3) and (25) are 

unstable^ but that both difference schemes and all three boundary 

replacements (and in fact other difference schemes not mentioned here) are 

stable or unstable for the same problems. There will be instability unless

the two conditions

pq + p + q £0, and p + q £ 0

are both satisfied. This motivates the investigations of the next chapter.
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2.1

In the preceding chapter, the effect of boundary 

conditions on the stability of numerical solutions of a simple parabolic 

equation was discussed. It was shown that the stability properties of 

the difference systems were independent of the difference method used, 

and of the aethod of approximating the boundary conditions. A stable 

class of boundary conditions was defined independently of the fineness 

of the difference approximations, and this suggested that the instability 

which was found in the numerical calculations could be traced to the 

differential system. In thia chapter, therefore, the theoretical solutions 

of some p&rabolio boundary vlus problems are obtainod, and their 

asymptotio behaviour (i.e. as t *•) is examined.



5-7
2.2 The OW giaerjiona]. quetlon Cf H«at.

Jonsider the differential equation

2& . 
at

Jh,
3 x* (1)

In the region

R « [0 « x « 1] X .t > 0]

for the function u(x»t) subject to the initial condition

tt(x»o) ■I f(x), 0< X <1 (1a)

and the boundary conditions

jfc ■ pu • $o(t), x • 0, t > 0,
(1b)

♦ qu a ♦i(t), x » 1, t » 0,

The sane continuity assumptions on f,$o,<At

are made as were made In chapter 1. The problem consisting of (1)> (la)» 

and (lb) Is linear, and its solution may therefore be obtained as the sum 

of the solutions of the three problems:

(a) (l)»(l*)»(lb) with » 0«

(b) (D,(la),(lb) with f » a 0«

(o) (l)»(l*)»(lb) with f a >O « 0.

Problem (a) is solved by a Ltura-hiouville

method, while (b) and (c are solved by means of the Laplace Transfor •



2.3

If x » 0 then equation (1)

subject to (1a) and (1b; may ba solved by separation of variables* Let 

u(x,t) » X(x)T(t)

58

Then* from (1)

Tt -XT (2)

and

• * -XX (3)

where

X’(0) - pX(O)» 0 

X'(1) ♦ ql(l)» 0
(»)

The solution of equation (2) Is 

T(t) - s"Xt.

liquations (3) and (4) give a Sturia-Liouville problem for X(x)« I here are 

non-trivial solutions only when X la an eigenvalue and the associated 

a(x) is an eigenfunction. It is well known (see e«g* 11 j) that the 

eigenvalues fora a danunem^le set of real nmbera

Xq *■ < X* *«•«<»

which have no limit points, he eigenf motion corresponding to the 

eigenvalue X is X^. The set f Xft | n • 0,1,...« I, when normalised, forms 

an orthonomal 3et of functions on the interval .0,1 j. If f,#is continuous

in [0,1] it may be expressed in the forms 

f(x) » a X (x) 
an

n»0

•-.here

n (6)

(5)



and. the series (Is uniforsily convercert in [ 0,1 ] •

Equation (1X for the case (a) thus ha3 the solution

•o

u(x,t) « a •"*"* X (x), (7;
/ n nIhMVHwdZ

n»0
where are given by (6)* This series for u(x,t) is uniiornly and 

absolutely convergent for all t if and only if Xn>0,tto ;i.e. if and only 

if XoX). If X«<G, then u(x,t) beoooes unbounded &a t-*o* Thus, whenever the 

Stura-^iourrtlle problea, (3) and (4)* has a negative eigenvalue, the 

equation (i) has a solution growing exponentially in tine* If all the 

eigenvalues are positive, u(x,t)-«0 as t-» «•> and if X<,x0, then u(x,t) does 

not tend to zero but reaches a ” steady-state” value

u (x) • »o>-o(x).00
The solution of equation (3) is 

x(x) = ..cos*Xx ♦ Beinv Xx,

where, from the boundary conditions,

Ah - pA , « 0
W

A(-AeinA ♦ BcosA) ♦ q(Aooa A * BsinA) * 0 

he eigenvalues of the Stuna-Liouville problem are thus the roots of the 

equation

(p+q)v'XoosA • (X - pq)sinA< (9)

£ inoe the roots are real, putting X ■ 6* gives the equation

(p*q)0 ooa$ ax (0*- pq)sin$ (10)

for 0, which is real or pure imaginary* Equation (9) has negative roots 

if and only if, putting 0 » i$, there are real roots # of the equation

(p+q)#eosh0 » -(£* ♦ pq'sinh^. (11)

/his equation is discussed in section 3*



2,4 Ihs Boundary Value Pgobleaa

The problems (b) and (e) are similar, 

and rhe IXLllowiiKs solution o (b) applies to (o) with only slight

modification* The initial condition is now

x < 1,u(x»0) » 0 , 0 <

and the bounlaiy conditions are

9u-.pu , 3o (*0 * . x = 0, t > 0,

§♦ qu - Of X a 1> t > 0,

and is given by:

u(x,

The Laplace transform of u ia denoted by u,

•) « L e" u(x*t)dt«

The transform u satisfies the differential equation

£3 .
d x* su » 0 (12)

subject to the boundary oonditiona

- p8 » ^(a)

S *
dx

(U)

where ia the Laplace transform of &>•

In crier to apply the Laplace transform method*

it must be aasuued that u(x, t) is bounded for x in [0>1j> and for all t*Q, 

The solution of (12) subject to (13) ia

• *<•> <»> 

The solution u(x»t; is now obtained by inverting the Laplace traaefom$i»e,
rk I

u(x,t? « £— Jc_Ki ,st a. 05)



where c > 0 is a constant*

The integral In equation (15) i« calculated 

by the method of residue a* using a suitable contour enclosing the poles 

of the integrand* A series is obtained for u(x,t\ which is seen to be 

bounded and uniformly convergent for x In 0,1] and t > 0, if and only 

if all the poles of (14.) lie in the region

K(s) a 0*

xhe equation for these poles is 

(0 ♦ pq)ainhVa » -(p+q)Vs oosh/a*

j at A « -s and the equation oecomcs

(A - pq )sin/A « (p+qVAoos/A* (16^

with the condition for ooundedness replaced by A > 0, since the roots of 

(16) are real, as shown in the previous section, (equation (9)}*

vhe condition for the solution of equation (C 

subject to (1a) and (1b) to be bounded for all ncaitive t, is therefore 

the condition, or conditions on p and q which ensure that equation (11) 

in $ has no real roots*

€1







b<+-

2,5 he :.l*«»VBlue3 Of -he 3tura-hlourlll« 1- blea.

Consider the two functions given by

yi • « -(p+q)<Jroothtf .

y* « tf* ♦ pq

hen the real roots of (11) are the intersections, if any, of yi and ya. 

The (p>q) plane is partitioned into the regions:

a : pq ♦ p + q > o, p ♦ q > o.

Bi: pq ♦ p ♦ q < 0, p ♦ q > 0.

3t: p ♦ q « 0, pq 4 0,

3 : pq ♦ p ♦ q < 0, p + q < 0.

C : pq+p+q>0, p + q < 0.

These regions are shown in figure 1.

A : In region A, yi is as shown in figure 2, with

a aaxinun at # » 0, given by yi « -(p+q)« The function y> has a ninimum 

at 0 « 0, given by yi« pq. In A, pq nay be positive or negative, but 

always pq > - (p+q)* ( >oth cases are shown in figure 2). Thus yi and ya 

do not intersect, exce l possibly when $ « 0. This happens on the curve 

PQ ♦ P +Q 3 0. There are therefore no negative eigenvalues when (p, q is 

in A, and one zero eigenvalue when zp,q) is on the hyperbola pq + p ♦ q»G.

Bi t In the region 3i, yi and y> have the sane

form as in A (see figure 3), but now the ainimun of ya is less than the

maxinun of yi, sinoe pq < -(p+q), and so there are two roots tf » -a, for
_ . / . 2 some a. Thus there is one negative eigenvalue A » -a .

Bg : ^hen p+q ■ 0, equation '11? takes the fora

(tf2+ pq' sinh $ » 0.

Since pq < 0 in B«, there are two roots tf V^pq), and hence one negative

eigenvalue A ■ pq, which is negative in dg* he root tf « 0 is neglected
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since X « 0 is an eigenvalue only when there Is ar* associated eigenfunction

X satisfying the equation

X* • « 0

and the boundary oonditiona (4)» This is possible only when 

X(x^ « 1 + px, and pq + p + q » 0>

which is n ver the ease in 3a.

B : In this region, y< is concave downwards, with a

ml liaua at » 0, where yi » -(p+ ?• 'he fores o ' v2 for pq > 0 and pi < 0 

are shown in figure X* where it is seen that ya has a miniaua value +pq 

where # « Q« 3ince pq < -(p+q) in 3, the curves yi and ya intersect. As 

ijt + -.®, yi behaves as -(p+q), and ya as qfr*. hus yi < y> for large £,and 

froa a consideration of the derivatives of yi and ya, it oar, be shown that 

yi intersects ya only in the two pointa ijt • *a. Thus, when (p, q) is in b, 

there is one negative eigenvalue X » -a‘.

B : hen (p,q) ie a point in it is oetter to consider

the functions

Si ® COth^r ,

(p+q;0 p*q

There are real roots $ of equation (11) if and only if the graphs of zi and 

se intersect. Sleorly, I si| >1 for all he function s> is & hyperbola 

with asymptotes
-£
P+q and ft * 0,s »

—> +°o
"inoe in Ct p+q < 0, then **-» +w>/\an& since pq > 0, then sa+ +■•, as 0 «*B* 

Thus, the fora of za is as shown in figure 5* die elniaua of za la attained 

at 0 a ♦/(pq't and here

« s&Lad
p+q •



C7
Similarly, the maximuu of £« on the lower branch is 2/(pq)/(p+q). la C,

PQ + P + Q > 0, and p+q < 0, ao that p and q are bo h negative* Thus, the

ainiaua of s® satisfies

aia(sa) 1»-(p*q /2

by the arithaetio-geoaetrie mean inequality* Thus, z® falls oelcw si for 

$ > 0, and rises above it for < 0* This results in one negative eigenvalue*

As •♦O*, it oan be shown that 2® rises auove it

onoe more* lor:

z® - «t « -(p+qW •!

•\P+q)sinh^

sirih#

o(<)

> 0, if pq+p+q > 0® and p+q <3,

for £ sufficiently snail* Thus, lfpq + p + q>0 and p + q < 0, there is 

a second negative eigenvalue*

To sua up, therefore,

(i) pq + P + q>0, p + q>0 ::

(ii) pq + p + q»0, p + q > 0 ::

(iii) pq + p ♦ q < 0, p + qio ::

(iv) pq + p + q a o» p ♦ q < 0 tt

(r) P<1 ♦ p + q > 0, p + q < 0 ::

no negative eigenvalue; 

one zero eigenvalue; 

one negative eigenvalue; 

one negative, and one zero 

eigenvalue;

two negative eigenvalues*

he conditions on p and q for the solutions 

of (l),subject to (la),(1b), to be bounded, are thus the saae as were 

required for the aatx*ix U of chapter 1, to be positive soal-dpfinite; and 

the conditions on p and q for the solutions of (1; to decay exponentially,

are the conditions for U to be positive definite* In the following section 

an explanation is given, as to why the two sets of conditions are identical*



2.6 Attamtotly frrtrirfllft.

If finite differences are used to approximate 

ti e apace derivative in (l), together with the boundary conditions (1b), 

the totality oi' equations at a given time t, oan oe written as a first- 

order system via. :

- -u u ♦ r (17)
at

where u Is the vector of values u(x,t) at the nodes x. « £ , (i ■ 0,1,..

• .,N; Nh « 1), ln is a vector Involving the boundary conditions at t = nk, 

and U is a matrix of onir N«d. It la well known (e.g. 3j' that the systen 

(17) of first order ordinary differential equations, is asymptotically 

stable (in the Liapunov sense) if and only if 1° is bounded as n -* «, and 

the matrix U is positive seoi-definite; and that the aero vector, £ , is 

a stable solution (i.e. all solutions tend to sero as t tends to If 

and only If ln-» 0, aa n •* «, and U la positive definite. Thus, whatever 

difference replacement is used for -|~a, the resulting matrix U will be 

positive semi-definita only when the solutions of the differential equation 

are bounded. If some implicit formula is used now, to replaoe the time 

derivative in (17), it is possible to have a difference method which is 

stable for all problems for which the differential equation has only 00 unde d 

solutions; and, clearly, such a method must be unstable if the differential 

equation has an unbounded solution.

The origin of the persistent errors

dLsoussed in chapter 1, now becomes dear. If £ is the difference between 

the theoretical and numerical solutions of (17), then it satisfies the 

equation

41

-U < (18)



Then, a3 t ’s an asymptotically stable solution of (18) if, and only

if, U is positive definite. If U is singular and positive semi-definite, 

then c stays bounded as t •* «, out does not; rend to zero. Xt tends, 

instead, to a solution of the set of equations

»< • 8, 09)

The existence of a non-zero solution of (19) follows from the singularity 

of U, and corves, ends to saying that there exists a non-zero solution of

subject to

u’(o)-pu(o) « 0

u’(l)+qu(l) » 0.

This is possible only when there are constants ,j, such that x + 3 

satisfies the boundary conditions. That is, if, and only if,

pq+p+q » 0,

in whioh case

u(x) » A(px + 1),

where A is arbitrary. If the initial error committed, In solving (17) la

0(1/t ), (as is the case for the difference methods considered in chapter 2 
2 1then the "3teady-state” value of <,will be 0(1/ XpXj ♦ 1), where x^» £,

J 3 0, i,*..,h •

Table 1 shows an example of such an error.

The proble i c ssidered in ohapter 1, was solved with p » uid q » 1*0,

(i.e. pq ♦ p + q a o), and, in the table, the errors are shown at t » 1, 

by which tiae they had settled down to a steady vTLue. The values of the 

error <(j' at are given for j • 0,1,• •••,', and the same values are 

given, divided by <(0), which is C(l.4^)e The seoond veotor, </<(□), is a
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close approximation to -0*5x ♦ 1, given in the last ooluan.

j error <(j) error
<0) -0*$x ♦ 1.

r° f 0*001 730 46 1*000 000 1*000

1 0*001 687 16 0*974 978 0*975

2 0*001 643 86 0*949 956 0*950

3 0*001 600 55 0*924 927 0*925• * ' r- i
4 0*001 557 25 0*899 905 0*900

5 0*001 513 95 0*874 385 0*875

6 0*001 470 65 0*849 861 0*850

7 0*001 427 35 0*824 838 0*825

8 0*001 384 06 0*799 822 0*800

9 0*001 >40 77 0*774 806 0*775

10 0-001 297 49 0*749 795 0*750

11 0*001 254 22 0*724 790 0*725

12 0*001 210 95 0*699 735 0*700

13 0*001 167 69 0*674 786 0*675

14 0*001 124 44 0*649 792 0*650

15 0*001 080 20 0*624 305 0*625

16 0*001 037 96 0*599 817 0*600

17 0*000 994 73 0*574 836 0*575

18 0*000 951 50 0*549 854 0*550

19 0*000 908 28 0*524 875 0*525

20 0*000 865 06 0*499 902 0*500
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2.1 ,r rt.sftkuUgfit
The uniqueness of the solution of

equation (1), subject to (1a and (1b)f has been established by other 

authors, »?hen p and q ar* both nsn-asgstlve, rleiaan Ji?., appears to 

establish the uniqueness for all p and q, by an arguoent Involving oertain 

a priori rounds for the solutions, inee the solutions asy be unbounded 

for oertain values of p end q> his proof sesas to be slightly unsatisfactory* 

jy s alight aodifioatlcn of the usual aethod of proof, however, uniqueness 

may be proved when the conditions pq+p+q > 0, and p+q > 0, art satisfied.

The solution of equation J), subject 

to (ie) and (lb). Is unique If the equation

7i

Ju . -2X, 
at e «•» in R,

subject to

tt(x»0) S 0, 0 < x < 1,

and

- 0» x » 0, t > 0,

8 ♦ * * x • 1> t > 0,

has no solution, other than the trivial solution u(x,t) “ 0,

Lat £ be the region

[0 < x < 1] X r0 « t « Tj,

t

Ob?

and let &L be the boundary of R, Then let

uCx^t5* » a(x) vCx^t),

where a{x) is the eigenfunction corresponding to the lowest eigenvalue, 

\<j, of the problea

y”(x) )y(x), a t x « 1,
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(*•)

shore

y*(0) ~ py(O; » o>

y*(l) ♦ qy(l) • 0.

hen e(x? > 0, la ai.oe the lowest ai.-enfunetlon has no eeros In the

fendeae&tel Interval) and X« > 0, provided 

PW*Q > Of and p*q > 0.

Then ▼(x#t) satisfies the equation

aC&y
at (20)In x ja x

subject to

v(*#o) 0, 0 < x < 1,

and

edx o> » • o, t a a>

X » 1tax t > G.

I
roo the divergence theorem the following

identity may be obtained :

I- & (a*tf * “-fe(aM:’ 4x31 * . •"▼‘to ♦ . - 0.

Ualng equation z2$) for v> and the beuttUry cndi Iona, t-iia beeonee :
r . . r
L .2a‘v* - 2aa*,v1Jda^t ♦ J ttV*t»7 ** » 0»

Ince ae” « -Xoa*> this ia
.............—

! 2a%* ♦ 2*ea*v* jdxdt ♦ ! <*** dt
* a * * n

0.
I - ’0

Then all tome in this equation are positive, end he I ;• sum le zero, ao 

that eah term must be aeroj i»c.

‘ v(x*t) 0, in T?
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ftenee, u(x, t) tR 0, In end the uniqueracs theeraa Is proved under the 

given conditions on p end q.

An alternative prof has been cons true ted by 

£•?• Cop son {>]. The identity used is
I f
L - »t) - wCv^ ♦ »t)]Ajcdt ♦ j 'v»x - w»xJttt*vw«!x ■ 0.

R ' AH

Jat v • ur, where r « Re/n, a end n being Integers with no no .non factors,

and where u * uA, and u satisfies the initial and boundary conditions xx t
(la)f and (lh)% Then, putting v • aln(kx ♦ <)> it follows that

[ [r''r-l)vr*2u^ ♦ k2ur]sin(kx4-r)<5xdt + u(x,T)r»Wkxx)dx « 0,(21)

x *o

provided

k cose - pr sine » 0,

Jc oos(k+<) ♦ qr sin(k+<)« 0®

That is, kz is an eigenvalue, end sin(kx ♦ <) is the associated eigenfunction 

for the proolen (>'tabove# If k‘ is the lowest eigenvalue, then sia(kx ♦ <) 

has no aeros in (0,1j, and k >0, if, and only if,

p ♦ q ♦ rpq > 0, and p ♦ q > 0, (figure 6) •

q ♦ n> q • 0 
q ♦ pq » 0
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If r > 1, this region (as shown in fi5pxre 6) Is contained within the 

region

P ♦ q * pq > 0> p ♦ q > Q«

1 or the choice of r aade above, eaoh tei*' io • nation 

(21) Is positive, and, as ocfore,

u(x* t) * 0, in ?.

This arguient holds for all r > 1, and, in the liait, as r * 1« bus, 

uniqueness has been prove! when pq ♦ p + q > 0, &nd p ♦ q » 0.

- ________



h* .g-wtton f t ••aMMtoau

Let the operator V in

a space vs ri able a, be defined by t

V « ( j- 9 • •
CK i

...» -Ij),
3

and let x » (xi,xt,x>, •,. • ••,X9 . Let X be a dosed region In s-ap&ce,

such that 0 < x* <1, i • 1f2t ««»>s, and 5 is the region & X [t » &}•

‘hen, consider the equation

& .
3t 7*U. in 1% (22)

subject to

«(&o) • s «*» (22a'

and

St - M ’ 4(t)» *j ■ 0» t » 0,

(22b)

* * V • 4(*>. «l" 1‘ t > 0>

for 1 • %*>•••>>, where p^ end *T0 core tents.

The solution of the initial-boundary value pro lea, when 

i>Z end 0i are aero, will be considered* he ease when £ and are non- 

sero ia solved by aeana of Laplace Transforms, and produces results similar

to the ones uelow* Let
e

u(&t)
1»1

"hon th« funotiona X, (l » 1,2,...,a), satisfy ths -turo-Liouvllle aquations

1 ""’’W
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with

Xj(o) - PjX^G) « 0,

X’d) ♦ q^O) ■ oi '

and T satisfies

T»(t) • -(X(‘\ .... * X(0>)T(t).

Th* •lfewalues X-1) nre the roots of the oqofttions «

A;i>(pi-«l1)oO»A'i’ a (X(1> - p1rll)«la»'X,1) (23)

for 1 • 1, £>••»»*« bus, as in section 3, the solutions of equation (22) 

are bounded If, and only if, for all roots of equation (23s, w have

X<o ♦ X<a) ♦ • ♦ Xa) > 0. (24)

;n obvious set of sufficient conditions for (24) to hold is

* pi * h ♦ % * ®> • 1»2,

These conditions are not ell neoescazy, ho over, since a negative x'i# 

nay be counterbalanced by other positive ei<iex.Yalues, so hat (24) is 

still satisfied* In a letter chapter, the numeric 1 solutions of equation 

(22), subject to (22a) and (22b' will be shown to be stable for xaotly 

he sone conditions on p^ and q*, i • 1,2,as are given above*

A uniqueness proof for the solution of (22 s aay co 

constructed on the sane lines as the proof In section ?•

it is eooBonly assumed that solutions of the equation 

(22), subject to (22a)>(22b)> with time independent ow.&ary conditions, 

tend asysap tot io ally, (t •♦«•), to solutions of Laplacrfe equation

7*u • 0, in ,

subject to the boundary conditions (22b), with and 3i functions of £

only, ivhcrc $ « 3U he above remarks show, however, that this is -rue only

when the solutions u Stoy uoundudj !••• -hen, and only when, the conditions



n
(24) are satisfied. he solutions of Laplace*a equation with boundary 

coefficients *hleh do not satisfy (24) are not* therefore, asymptotic 

solutions of the heat conduction equation* A particularly Interesting 

case of Laplace's equation, arises when the problem Is sinful er (in a 

sense to be defined). 7his is di sous ae d In the following section*



(26)

IS

2.9 > ,?sxQ.l°Xt

Y.e now consider the equation :

V*u * F(fc) ♦ O(fc)u

in a closed region b9 subjeot to the boundary conditions

- H(j)u - «(jt) (26.)

on 2D, the boundary of L, where v is the inward normal to D, and ll(x) 

is a funotion ox' position on <£>• The problem (26), (26a), is said to be 

singular if there is a solution v(x' in D, other than v - 0, of the 

equation

a Gw, in L, with

•jjj - Hv a 0, on 3D. (27)

hen D is the region R, described previously, and H is defined as in (22b), 

then an example of a singular problem occurs when

pi5i ♦ pi * “ °» 1 ’ 1»2»

The following results hold for a general, closed region D.

If the Laplacian operator, together with the 

boundary conditions, is regarded as a linear differential operator, L,

It is nc co S3 ary that the functions F and 0 be in the range apace of L.

If L is non-singular, It naps the whole function spaoe into Itself, and 

F and £ are then in the range spate cl L« 3ut, if L is singular, and v(x' 

is a solution of (27), (l»e« is in the null space ox I»), then F and 0 

must satisfy the condition :

F(fc) do ♦ v(fc) X&) ds » 0, (28)

where df is an element of 2, and ds is an element of 3D



(29)

To prove this, consider the identity :

n { tai*Vir> ♦ WaV*wi ] <S ♦ .', 2D " °[ PwoVwj ♦ }

which is obtained from the divergence theorem, (e.g. )18), p, 229).

In (29) put w^ « u, a solution of (26), subject to (26a), and let »2 » v, 

a solution ef (27)• Equation (27) always * has a solution, perhaps 

identically sero ia £]• Then (29) becomes

[ 7u»7v ♦ vF ♦ vuG J AS ♦ j
/

’ vllu ♦ ] da
3P

0.

&but, since ~ • Hv, on 2D, this beoones

[ ?u.7v ♦ vT ♦ ruG ] dS ♦ j fv£ ♦ ; ds » 0. (30 )
*D Oh CV

Now, putting w^ » v, and w^ « u, in (29), we obtain 

j [ vu.vr ♦ uv*v ] as + j u 4a
3» Ov

• 0. (31)

Subtracting equation (31) from equation (30 > and using the fact that 

V*v s Gv, the result
/.

vF(&) dS ♦ / v#x) da » 0,

follows, whieh was to be proved.

The identity (29) xay be used to prove 

uniqueness of the solution of equation (26), under restrictions on Be 

The solution of (26), subject to (26a), is unique, If equation (27) has 

no solution, except v(x) « 0, Putting w^ « w^ « v, in equation (26), leads 

to

J (7t)£ 4S ♦ ; 4*
3D

0(



(32)

-•C.

Thus, if H > 0, then oath terms in equation (>2) are non-negative, and 

henoe r(g) * 0. If H ■ 0, then, whenever 5 ■ 0, we have Vv « 0, and the 

solution of (26) is unique only up to a constant.

We nor assume that G * 0, and that the region D is 

the region R, desorioed previously, and the boundary conditions are of the 

fora (22b), where and are tine independent. Uniqueness nay be 

proved under aore eral condition^ on and (i « 1,2, ...,s). Let 

a($)be the eigenfunction corresponding to the lowest eigenvalue, X«, of 

the equation

7*y « -Xy, la

subject to

on 5’, where H is defined as in (22b). Let

v(ft) « *(j) w(x'1

v/herw v(x) ia a solution of aquation (27), If one exists, whioh is not 

identically zero. The following identity may be established froa the 

divergence theorem :

7.[a2w7w ) 03 ♦ (33)

Now, *(&} satisfies the equation

V*(aw) in R,

subject to

on 51.

In addition
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Si

*.[ a2w* ] • »2(?w)2

■ a2(Vw)2

« »2(*)2

♦ w7.[a27wj

♦ aw'?1 (aw) - w?*a]
2 2.+ a w X©

Thus (33) becomes

[•2(t*)2 ♦ *2w‘\] 4S « 0. (Jfc.)

if Xo > 0, (since a(x) has no zeros in R)t then

a2(Vw)2 ♦ « .2\, » 0;

i.e. w 0 in R. This proves uniqueness of the solution.

If X© » 0, then (3k) implies only that 7w =e 0; 

i.e. w is a constant. This is equivalent to saying that the solution of 

(26) is arbitrary to within a multiple of a solution of equation (27), 

if the operator L in (26), (26a) is singular. Thus, when the condition 

(2k) is satisfied© with strict inequality, the solution has been proven 

unique.



2,10 Coadusl-jK.

The instability observed in chapter 1, has, 

therefore, been shown to be caused oy ‘-ho existence of exponentially 

increasing solutions of the heat equation* It has also been shown that 

the class of problems for which the difference schemes in chapter 1 

were unconditionally stable, is the same class as that for which the 

solutions of the differential equation were bounded* Unbounded solutions 

have been 3hown to arise in hi^xer dimensions, and it remains to discuss 

the behaviour of fference methods of solution of the heat equation, and 

of Laplace’s equation in two, or nore, space variables*





>.1

The tera" third boundary value problem” is applied to
■ ■ «a * .

equations of the fora considered in chapter 2, subject to boundary 

conditions involving linear combinations of the unknown function, and its 

first spaoe derivatives* It has been shown, in chapter 2, that such a 

proolei; :«ay huve unbounded or bounded solution, depending on the fora 

of the boundary conditions. In this chapter, the effect of the boundary 

conditions on the stability of a numerical method of solution of the 

heat equation in two space variables, is examined, he results obtained 

are then applied to the numerical solution of haplaoe’s equation.
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3.2 The . inito MTfaranoe J oi.eae.

The equation considered is

Si . 
at

♦ -iEa.
a x* a y* 0)

in the region

I - ' 0 < x^y < 1 j X t > 0)

aubjeot to the initial condition

u(x»y»o) ■ f(*»y)» (x,y) «X (1a)

and the boundary conditions

- p,u a fc»(t)» x « 0, t > 0,
0 <y < 1,

U ♦ <1»U - ^»(t>, x « 1, t > 0,
(1b)

“ p«« - #•«)» y a 0, t > 0,
0 < x < 1,

♦ <l»u • » ih(t), y - 1, t > 0,

where p^ and (i * 1,2), are constant#* The sacse continuity condition# 

are as uned at the corners of the region, as were seated In chapter 2. 

Several authors, (e.g* 6,16,21,>^), have considered the third boundary 

value problem, for equation (1), for the particular case when p.,q^,

1 • 1,<;, are non-negative constants, or,e,g* 27 ;> non-negative functions 

of position on the ooundary of R,

The region R is covered by a rectilinear net, 

with iacah points (ih,4h,nk), where : n >.0{ i, j ? U,1,2,•**»,h; Wh ■ 1j 

and (h>k) are the aesh spacings, in the space and tine directions,

respectively* The difference aethod used to approxia&tc (1), is the



leaeesien- achforl : exhod 39 , hich takes the fora :

^,3

(z)
<’ - "r <j d . rfj)

where and S, are the u^ual central difference operators in the x sue

y directions, respectively! and v? . (m « ntn+1/2.n+1), is the numerical
*e

approximation to u(iht jh,mk).

Equation (S.) is applied for l>j » 1,2, 

hen 1, or 3, is 0 or K, the values of v outside 5, which occur in (2), 

are eliminated, using the appropriate finite difference approximations 

to the boundary conditions (ib). The derivatives on the boundary are 

approxi &ate»i by means of the 0(h ) approximation u.oed ir chapter 1# For

example

Qu(lh. jh,nk)
ax

v»litla-
2h

Id
- v?a

when i » Q,N$ for J » &»')»•••»$! and for all n. The other derivatives are 

approximated in a similar way. '-hen n « 0, in equation (2), v? . is 

obtained from the initiel condition (1a), for i,j « 0,

The values of vf . on each nlcJbe t » »k,1, j
are ordered, to give a vector with (K+l)fc components :

f ' .........,’r,o* r:;

Then the set of equations (2) may be written in the form :

(I ♦ top 5**' - (I - «ca) ra * 3^

(3)
(I ♦ . rt?2) - (I - rep ♦ jJ ,

where and l” are vectors involving the boundary functions £^and^
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(I « 1,2) > I la the u It matrix of order (N+1? | and the matrices Up 

and are given jy

U1 s V1 x .;*1» “‘4 l2 “ S>'*1 ^V2 ’

-'he sutrix L, . in (4)» is the unit aatris of order (3*1)» and the iywoci 

AfifVMMte tft* taMf |.roduut, ti MtlB 11> Mbm . artrtMi 

V,> (i • 1»2)t arc also of order (H+1)> and are given oy

«7

2(1 ♦ p^) -2 0 ...........

-1 2 -1

• • • (5)»

i

-1 2 -1

-2 2(1 + (b/ir)



An analysis of -he

properties of the matrices V, and U^, defined by equations (4)* and (5)» 

will simplify the stability analysis of the following section.

The matrices and Ur, coanute, since

1U2 ’

- V, « V2.

and* similarly,

Vi 3 vi®V

>.3 Jjfe3tga.ee g f x'e.^ .^^hir.aa FtttBfls

where multiplication of tensor products is defined as in Kalaoa '22* p.% 

The aatrices and are o~ the seme forca as

the aatrix U, in chapter 1, and ore*therefore, similar to symmetric 

matrices, V. and Vf, shore

*1 • «Sm h w1 - «»*

the matrix EL being of order Ke1, and given by

75

^♦1

/2

Thus, 1 a 1,2, has a complete s.t of eigenvectors, denoted by d, 

(i « 1*2) j » 0,1,...,N), with associated real eigenvalues X^,^. 

eigenvectors of both and V «w

° j if J ~ ^,1.•••••,*’,

Jjfe3tga.ee


since

l!1 tei ) ■ zi fcj.®1;;*!
% 1 2-

«9

and

u2 tej. ® «j ) iN4.1 «j, ® z2
1 ~ 2- *i®«j •

The corresponding eigenvalues of and are, r rz.eclively, X^ and 

each being repeated N+1 times*

If the matrix D, of order (N+1) is

defined by

D DN*1 ® D: ,+1 ’

then

u. D

■ (°N+1 V1 )K+l/ ® •* . +1

• V1™

- V,.

where is symoetrio* Similarly

d"1 u d » 1^, .) 
N+1 N+i 2 i +1

“ ~N*1 ® Z2
- U2 ’

where is symmetric* Thus, and U2 are siail-.r to sysmetric matrices, 

t.nd real eigenvalues*ooimute, and have a complete set of eigenvec ora,
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pm r-wtUVv < * la

Denoting the nOeerieal error 

of the difference method (3) by cm, n » n,n+ ,n*1, where

f f - r.

and being the theoretical and nunerioal solutions, respectively, of 

equation (}), then the equation for the error is

(i + .rtip/* « (I - rt2) «® |

(I ♦ .rU2) Jr'*1 - (I - 3*>,) I?*

iliainetion of the intorcediute step, eiloulating eivee the equation

f*1 « (I«.>U2)"1(I- rop(l> rU2) f;

This is written in the fora

<‘+1 .Ge*

or .

r’ . <r*t
where

G - (1+ rU2)”1(l- *J,)(le ivp^d- rtJ2).

The equations^) are stable if, and only if, the

norm of the matrix <r is bounded for all n > 0. But, since and areboth

similar to a ayssaetrio matrix, then S is also similar to a symmetric matrix 

5, where

G a r“1G D,

since

D”1G D a •D“1(l+irU2)Dj"1tD“1(l- .r€1)D]rD“1(l+ rt'1)Dr,’rD“1(l-^rtI ,)9]

» (l*i»Ua)-1 (1-^) (lejeCp’1 (i- iQj
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which lfc syaeetric, ainoe 3*^ and (T, are symmetric, and ooxtute* Thus, the 

norma of the oatriera Or, for all h, aay be taken as the spectral radius, 

p(^)> of Gn. but p C ® P ^ z » and 30 the nr ce s^> ary and suff ioient 

condition for staoility is

3K > 0, 'Ax > 0, pn(G) < K,

hollowing the sane line of argument as was used in chapter 1, this la 

replaced by

p(c~y < 1.

If the eigenvalues of £ are denoted by v.

(i, J ® 0,1,2, • • • • , N , then

r\)
(TT^rfiTT^ •

The eigenvalues of V^, i « 1,2, are the roots of the characteristic 

polynomial

i(<«)2 - 4 ♦ 4pi«i1/tf2 ] ♦ 2(p1+qi)A [tfjCe) - ^(e)3 = o,(7)

where the polynomials T (0), m • F,t:~1, *2, «e» defined in chapter 1. It a
was shown in chapter 1, that,for a reeu;onaole value of r, it say be

assumed that

1 ♦ lr/ij > 0, and 1 ♦ r's >0, i,j » 0,1,•••,&•

Thus the condition

nax p. , < 1,
i,j *•*

will >e satisfied if, and only if, the following conditions are satisfied: 

\ * an^'

Vj >

xor I, j » 0,1,
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The region is show In figure 1, in which these

conditions are satisfied*

The conditions or. pi and i a 1,2, for the < 

equation (J; to be 3table, now follow from an examination of equation (?). 

As was proved in chapter 1,

(i) if p£+ QjL > **** %. > °> there are no negative roote.

(ii) f P$+ * 0» Pj* 0^ > 0, there is one sero root.

(ill) If p£+ < 0, there is one negative root.

(iv) if p4q^4- » 0, and p^+ < 0, there is one sero root, and

ore negative root.

(v) If Pi* <l£ > 0, and p^e < 0, there are two imgative roots.

Thu?, if condition (V is satisfied for both 

i « 1, and i « 2, then all values of X- and p, are in the region X*p > 0,* V
and equation (i) is stable. 3ut conditions (8) nay still be satisfied if 

one of X. or j<j is negative. This corresponds to the fact noted in seotlon 

2.8, *hen it was shown that an eigenvalue of one of the Sturn-2.iouville 

problems given after separation of variables, could be negative, while the 

solution of the differential equation regained bounded as t -» w.
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(•) (b) (•) (4) (.)

N 20 10 10 10 10

-3 2 1 0 •4

3 -2 1 0 1

*2 -3 2 -1 0 4

3 -2 1 0 1

A, -9 -4 ♦3 0 0

-9 -4 -1 0 0

*1 0 0 42 0

«2 0 0 0 0 ♦i

Case i (ill) (ill) (1U) and (1) (11) (11)

K (•) K (b) (0) (4) (•)

1 « 000 9 1 •006 008 •007 2 •006 5 •004 $

5 t 002 3 2 •009 385 •006 4 •00$ 2 •004 8

10 « 005 7 5 •025 160 •006 6 •00$ 0 •007 2

20 « 018 3 10 •063 656 •006 1 •004 7 •007 4

40 « 120 4 15 •14$ 111 •00$ 7 •004 6 •007 $

70 ! 1* 791 4 20 •323 066 •00$ 4 •004 6 •007 6

100 26*3 25 •715 069 •005 0 •004 6 •007 6

unstable unstable stable •» persistent error *
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he preceding re suite are now illustrated by & 

runerical example. The problea cc-nsi>red, constate of equation (V, in 

R, subject to the initial condition

uU,y,0) sinwx siniy, 0 < x,y < 1,

-vf * V

Jia . 
E

is .

conditions

-2»*tP-,u - we i

q^U ■

-Sw^t
P2U - we i

-2w*t-ws

sinvy, x » 0,

sinsy, x * 1,

ainTrx, y = 0,

ainnx, y « 1>

0 <y < 1, t > 0,
]

} < x < 1, t > 0.

The theoretical solution of the above problem io

u{x>yft) • • sinwx ainwy, * PpQjs (l * *>2),

Table 1 details the probleaa solved by the Peaoos&an- 

kaehford method* the values of RtP^sfos &r® given, anl the quantities

^1 * pi^i* pi* al’ 35 pt* **1* a are calculated# he number
at thf f ot of eaoh column, refers to the five oases (i‘5,(il},(iii\(iv), 

(▼), of seotlon 4*

The numerical errors ore shown in table 2, after k tine 

steps* The problems (a) and (b, are unstable, since there are eigenvalues 

X. and which are negative. In calculation (cx, one of the el envalues

is negative, but X^ ♦ > 0, for all i,j, and the difference aethol

is stable* As oas^s (d' and (e), are Instances of a persistent error 

4 « 0, 1 a 1,2^•
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Let the region a be 

0 <5 ( l] X t 9 0], 1~ ,4->•«••> 3,

and let the equation oe

« ?*u, in ", (8)

where

7 • (4,* 4.* •••• • 4 >•I
The boundary conditions re now of the fora

du
- plu ■ $o(t), s, • 0,

1 'i
I t > 0,

J
< ♦ q,u

» 1,1 T H

for 1 « 1,2, «••,&! and the initial condition is 

u(xt, Xgf • • • f(x„x,,...,x8).

If a raesh is place 1 on the region H, as jefore, and the 

difference approximation to (3) is obtain© I, then the analogue of (6) is

> V» ......... )(H r?*b
o

where Xj » i ■ 1,2, .>.,8, j » 0,1,•••»,!?, are the eigenvalues of the

natrices V. given by equation ($)•

A oiaple sufficient condition for stability ia

Xj1’ >0,

for e^ch i and j, but, as for the case of two variables, it is possible 

for sooe X'5 > to be negative, while Jhe difference equation remains stable,

(c.f. the remarks in chapter 2)>
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The instability observed in the numerical solution 

of t t heat conduction equation, was caused by the occurrence of a aatrix 

with spectral radius 1 ♦ 0(at), where It was the time increnant. The errors 

in the difference solution were sho?n to oe dependent on the pov.ors 01 

thia aatr'x, and, therefore, to grow with the number of time steps* In 

chapte: 1 it was pointed out that a spectral radius of this order would 

give hounded errors In a closed region, 0 < t < T, but that the errors 

would become unbounded as t -» <*• Thus, problems of numerical instability 

in the solution of the third boundary value probl«a for the heat equation, 

which ari^e from the boundary conditions, arc important only for large 

values of the time. However, this type of instability aastnes a new 

importaiiCe in tlie solution of Laplaoe’s equation*

There are two difference methods in co.imon use, 

for the solution of Laplace9a equation* .oth of these involve obtaining 

a discrete approximation to the ^aplacian operator, thus giving a system 

of linear equations to be solved# This system of e nations ia then solved 

by means of either ==<

(1) /n iterative method (see e*g* 36/, of which the two forms most 

commonly used are

(a) Alternating Direction Implicit Methods (A*D*I«) 

and (b) Tuocesolve ver-relax tion (S.O*?/

or

(2) A direct method giving the inverse of the coefficient r.&'rix of 

the system*

Tt will be shown that the asymptotic instability already 

observed, will prevent the use of the iterative methods >(i), and make



necessary the use of the ooaputatlonally longer .sethod 2. The sl->cular 

pr'jlM (as defined In chapter 2) will also be considered numerically.



« 0 (9)

9?

Consider Laplace*s equation in t&o

independent variables

ox* ay*

in the region

K a

subject to the boundary conditions

♦ P^u •

♦ q^u »

- P2U »

♦ QgU «

h
ax

Jtt
dx

W
&
Qy

0 < x,y < 1J

i’sfy'1. X sx 0, A
0 « y < 1,

f»(y'» X « 1. J
(9a)

go(x'» y X 3» A
0 < x < 1,

y c 1. J

The region a ia covered by a rectilinear net, with mesh points

x^ « ih, y^ «= jh, ?v’here i,j » 0,1, ••.,! , and ih « 1. The I aplacian

operator is re placed by the usual five point discretisation, given by

S*w. ,x i,J o^w. . y if j do)

where w. is the numerical approximation to the function u at lie point 
J

(x.,y,); and 3. and 3 are the usual central difference operators•3» J
equation (10) hol .s for ~,j « 1,2,. end when i or j is 0 or K,

tiie ooundary conditions (9a) are applied. The derivatives on the 

ooundaiy are approximated in the (by now) usual manner. Letting w be the

vector given by

■ > - >T 
\ ' j, 1* ’ * ** ' U,it,W1,0> ** **^1,;,* * * O1***1 %!r ,

then system ox equations (10) may be .written in the fora

A w (11)
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where is a vector with (N+1) components, involving the boundary 

functions, and where

* » #■ U2,

the aa trices and tk being given as in section 5> of this chapter.
2

The system (11) is a set of (F+1) equations in 

(N+1) unknowns, and for large K, it is not always feasible to invert A 

directly* Jonsequently, iterative aethods srare developed, which were quick 

and conputatio-&Uy economical methods for obtaining tJie solution of (11). 

! uocesaive a proximal ions wn to the solution of (11), are calculated 

according to some met. od, ho^caoessan^iaohford .f.X. method is given 

by

f*2' . ;I«UV"1 (T-rtS2) Sa ♦ J. .

n+1 _ ? v-1
~ • j

,) L ) ->
(12)

w

a ?I+jrfJ2J [(l-FO

2
here X is the unit matrix of order ( ' +1)' • The number r is a para®*’ter,

end is usually varied from one iteration to the next, In order to
&accelerate convergence >f the approximation jr to the solution of equation 

(11), (e.g, 47, Ah, 49 )• The measure of convergence of wn to vr, is given

by c , where
n

< ■ jf - X •

Then g1’ ■* »» a# n ♦ <^ if, am. only if, en -» 0^ l.e. 11 <n| | * 0. jut rn

satisfies the e uations

n+

n+1

I+rb. } ’! I-rU, Z1t 1J - 2 - **

£n*

ahion, or. elimination ctf £U+2, give

-1
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in*1 = i-«c2j <n (13)

But, from the relevant parte of sections 3 and L, equation (13) gives

c -* 0, as n tends to infinity, if, and only if, the matrix A is positive

definite.

"he athod of 3.O.R., for the solution of (11), may be 

examined in the sax?, way as above. The matrix v be written in the form

Ba Ca 0 0

E1 B1 C1

• • •
A

• •

D B K-1 N-1 V. - »

3N 3.

where the matrices are of order Mel, he * rror equation »y

then be shown to be : A

£

B, -1 B, 0 -c.

n+1 D1 B1 (l-r)I+r
D1 B1

• •

dn bkjD B N N

N-‘
0

(u)“
where r is a parameter, which may be varied.

It has been shown in Zar^r. 47], that equation (14),

like 03)» gives 0 , as n-» •, if, and only if, the matrix A is positive 

definite. .

Thus, unless A is positive definite, or positive seni-

definite, as the next section will show, the above



I eratlve at* thods will not ounver^e. Beth the iterative aethods, 

discussed. above* arts in fact solving heat conduction equations, giving 

the solution of Laplaoe’s equation as the steady state solution of a 

heat equation* Jut, iu the corresponding heat equation has solutions 

hich fro exponentially In tine, then the'steady state” solution is 

unbounded* This a:y be expreseed otherwise, by saying that not all 

solutions of Laplaoe’s equation be obtained as steady state solutions 

of a ho at conduction equation.
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It A io singular, then equations (11) aMQT have 

no solution* or aa-jy solutions. The question ce whether the^e is a solution* 

is considered first. There will be a solution if* and only if, the vector 

1 lies in the range spaoe of A| i.e. if, and only if,

X0,0

‘0,1
the r-.nk of A = the rank of

It has been proved that, if A is singular, then the rank is (N-M) ~1.

It can be sheen (e*g. Halfins 22 j) that 1 is in the ran>;e space of A, if,

and only if, 1 is in the orthogonal coopleBent of the null space of /? j
T T Ti.e. x‘l a 0, /x, such that A £ « 0. Jut, since the rank of A is 

(h+1) *1, ll such vectors x are multiples of one vector, or example, 

if tb and are both singular, i.e.

pi* ^i 85 °> 1 * 1>2»

then

I • St * %>

if
•here

® 1+p4/'», • • • • • .* 9 ‘ , i • ';,2,

he condition on 1 for a solution to exist is thus

(&! O fcj I ' :

a he vector 1 io given by

(15)



Z
A, 55 0*** 0*J* ••••> •-••••>-i-j I ♦

.

where

“^/h i<Q>O,b, • •••3,*g^,g^, 3, •••»3,-g^» *•• •••»4q9&» i ,

fi ” fi^P 1
J !» i»o>n j • a,it...,^.

3 si5*P j

/0 (',+^ fa(y) * " Jo 

J (•<*p1x) Sq(x) ax - j
x.e •

' (1+p x)(Up2y) ?(x,y)

The condition (15) then be cones a trapezoidal approximation to the 

integral condition s

(Up^CUp^f^y) dy ♦

(U?1x)(l*p2)g1(x) lx • 0 |

da » 0 (16),

where OR ia the boundary of Rj and ? ia the function which reduces to 

On different parts of SR. The relation (16) is, of oourae, a 

particular case of the relation (28\ of section 2,9.

If condition (15) is satisfied* the equations 

(11; have a solution. To prove convergence of, for example, the A.D,I. 

□ethod, it is necessary to show, not that <rn -*3, as n •* °% but that 

<n ■* a veotor in the null space of A. Provided A is positive seal-definite, 

this has been proved by Douglas and Pearcy [15 ]• similar proof will 

show convergence of the S,0,R. method, when A ia positive seal-definite.

The fact that <n does not tend tc sero, as n tends 

to infinity, for either of the two iterative methods considered, when A 

ia aa««iwa a-4-d^Mts and is « reflection of the faer. that

equation (9)> subject to (9a)> does not have a unique solution. Solving 

(11) by an iterative method which requires the choice of a starting veotor.
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would ensure u unique solution, if all calculations wore carried cut 

with infinite precision* The choice of starting values corresponds to 

being given initial data in a heat conduction equation* ' rrors corral t ted 

at eaoh iteration, hoover, will j> raist in the fora of a vector in tiie

null apace of A*
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If the conditioiiu (i', or (ii)> on p. and. q,, 

i * given in aeo-ion j>4* are net satisfied, th n A la not positive

seal-oofinite, and the iterative methods ef section 2*3 c not be used*

of inverting A suat be employed. ue to & Schechter,

_45j> is used in die next section, to give numerical results in this 

unstable case, when A has one,or two, negative eigenvalue#. This nethod

Is now described.

he aatrix aay be written In the fens

0

^K-1

where each subeoatrix is of order n+1. By a slight Bonification of 

Coheohter’s method, a sequence of matrices Ifi I, n » 0,1,2,...., is

formed, where

* 0
IL

2X,

a B0‘

nn En-1Bn-1 “ Hb-2* n “ k» * * *»N+1 ’

The vector 1 is partitioned into K+1 vectors, , 1 « with

N+1 components. ^.sequence of vectors I J-J# nw0,1,....,Mt where

Xo - So » “4 Xn - H^Kn ” Vl» 

is obtained; then, if the solution w ia partitioned into F+1 vectors, w^,

>••••»$* 9 *•© hr^ve :
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% “ Si »

•

^.-1 • «n - Mn “ *n+1 ’ n ’ 1»2,...,M-1.

'This enables one to oalculate the solution w, by inverting only one 

□atrix E* of order N+1.

In ■ 45}» ' oheehter does not oonaider the case 

when is singular* It is no?; shorn: that, In a rsotangular region,

is singular if, and only if, A is singular.

It is easy to show that

B0 * *V2 *

where V is given by equation (5) of section (2/$ that

B » -Vo • 21, n « 5,2, •••>?»—5 > and a <&
« *4v2 •

let the eigenvalues of H* be whore n ® 0,1,...,»5, and

i « 0,5,• ••»#, ore the eigenvalues of where f is a polynomial,

since each H is a polynomial in Vg and I. Since Hg • 21, and H„ is 

-V„ - 2(Up^i)l, then

’ 2, and

^(•j) » "M, - 20+p/K).

Using the recurrence relation for we obtain :

» u* 2*>»—»K*

’-he eigenvalues /<•> 1 ■ 5,•••>>, are the roots of the e .uation

i(m-2)‘ - 4 + 4P24^fe2 ] ♦ 2(p2*q2)/l; [Tj,(m) - tk_2'>*)3 “ °»

Putting fj » 2(5-cos£), as in section 1*6, and using the properties of the

polynomials T , we obtain s



t c?
Pgqg/N*" sin N£ ♦ °°* N£sin£ • sin N£sin2£ « 0*

The solution of the recurrence relation (17)» for is

* Kooan(0+w) ♦ Lsin n(6+v), (18)
9

where, fro® (17), with n • 4 sin4”^2, *® obtain

2 oos(&mt) « -4 ain2$/2 - 2}

i*e*

air. 6/2 ♦ sin2y2 » 0. (19)

for (18) to be the solution of (17)> It must satisfy the initial oondltlons 

for f0 and f • Thus

^0(»») - 2 a X,

■ ”♦< "2(1+?^) • 2oo»(£nr) + Lsln(0»r)|

"2p1
1 =fT7j^5 •

Therefore

fn^P “ 2(°0# ♦ iTSiZe sln n(e+’) )» (2°)

for n « 2,3,...,N. Using the recurrence relation for Hft , with n • N+1, 

the result

fi;*i^i “ "rn-/MP *

follows*

Taking f^^ and f^ from equation (20), then iy is 

singular if, and only If,

“ °> for 3CQC le

This gives the condition : if, and only if, 0 satisfies



/o9
sin N(&nr) - oos N(6+v)sin(&nr) • sin K( £*w)sln2(d*v)

• 01
l.e.

P^O^/N^ N0 ♦ (p^qp/ft oosN0 sin# - sin N0 sin2$ • 0.

But the rotts of thia equation give the eigenvalues of V^, J » 0,1, • •>N, 

where

Xj » Min2fl/2.

Thus, using (19), is singular if, and only if, there are eigenvalues

Xj>Pi» of V, and V2, respectively, such that

^4 * ^1 * 0*

Thia la the oonditlon for A to be singular*

The nethod of Sohechter aay thus be used for all

probleas which cannot be solved iteratively, except when A is singular, 

and also has a negative eigenvalue, for example when

Piqi * P1 * ^i • °»

Pi ♦ Qi <0

For such a problem, a direot aethod may be used only if some further 

condition is applied to w , to make the system of equations non-singular.

It may be added as a note, that,for the case of

j i « 1,2<

several spaoe variables, the sane conclusions hold.
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M *1 «1 ’2 "S 2 »1 »2 oase i

(1) 10 1 1 1 1 3 3 2 2 (1) stable

(2) 10 1 2 -3/4 1 ‘ 5 «•» 3 1/4 stable

(3) 10 •1 2 -1 2 -1 •1 1 1 (111) vn stable

K S.C«R« Direst Direet< AeD.I. 3.0>R. Jlreet*

10 •49499 •06244 •81361 >24207 3*108 2*215

20 •21124 •00350 •53682 *01527 4*642 7*892

30 •09078 •00031 2 •34520 *00070 • 6*752 29*0 1 •

40 •0J927 •00004 0 •21900 *00018
-4
o\ 9*810 107*

1

50 •01678 - X
0

•13973 *00000 X
«*0

14*252 • X

60 •00721 • 4, •06915 i
0 20*7051 • •«u»0

70 •00510 • •05667 ** 30^079 -

60 •00153 - •05629 • -

90 •00057 - •02315 e» -

100 •00000 - •01477 - •

110 - - •00942 • -

120 e» • •00601 • •
(1) (2) (3)



$•11 Numerical Results*

Some staple problems were solved, to demonstrate 

the preceding results: vis : that some joundary value Laplacian problems 

may be solved by A*D*I, or 3*0*R, or by a direct method5 but a class of 

problems exists which cannot be solved exoept by direct i^ethoda. The 

r'eacemaii-daohford method, and the S.C.R. method, with fixed parameters,r, 

and Scheohter’s method, were eaoh used to solve three problems*

The differential equation (9) was solved, subjeot

to the boundary conditions (9a), where

f0(y) • 1- ♦ p,y -) «q(x) • -1- PpX a
I and

f5(y) • 1 ♦ q^Ci-y) J g^x) ® -n qg(x-i) 3

The solution of the differential equation is

u(x,y) ■ x - y, for all p^q*, 1 • 1»2.

The values of p^ are shown in table 3, for the problems solv.4, together 

with the values of the quantities and 6^ (i » 1,2), defined in section 5* 

The first two problems are solved equally well by all three methods, but 

only Schechter’a method gives a solution of the last problem* In table 4, 

the maximum errors are shown after k iterations, for the Peaoeo&n-Taohford 

method, and the S.O*R* method, and the maximum error is given for tchechter’e

m

method*



3.12 ConoluaiQR. //K .

It ia thus dear that the type of instability 

discussed above, although not very important in heat conduction 

problems, in which the time la not allowed to become large, la of 

importance in the solution of -aplaee’s equation by iterative asthods. 

It iaay be that the heat conduction e luation Is not always the beat 

transient (i.e. time-dependent) equation to choose, in order to obtain 

the solution of Laplaoe’s equation, as an asymptotic solution* Most 

Iterative methods in use at the present time are of this form, but t)w 

question renains as to whet other kinds of Iterative methods night 

exist for solving second-order elliptic problems.
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4.1 Introduction.

The ware equation In one space variable Is considered* 

in an open rectangular region^ with Initial conditions given, at t » 0, 

and with boundary conditions which consist of linear combinations of the 

function and its first spaoe and tine derivatives, given on the two sides 

of the region. A class of difference-differential approximations to this 

system is examined, and oondltlons on the coefficients in the boundary 

conditions are obtained, to ensure that the solutions of the difference- 

differential system remain bounded lor all t > 0* he solutions of the 

differential system are also examined, and their asymptotic behaviour,

(as t *«•), is discussed*



atia And yatma.

Consider the equation

9*u -3*U
3 t’ 3 x‘ (D

in the region

R « (0 < x < 1] X [t > 0],

subject to the initial conditions

u(XfO) a f^x)' 1 1 „
0 < x < 1,

ut(x,0) - f (x) J
t ■ 0, (u)

x s Q,

x » 1,
(n)j *>

and the boundary conditions

Ux " P1U " p2wt “ *•<*)»

«x ♦ <L,« ♦ ■ ♦*(♦)»

where the subscripts x and t denote partial diif erentiation with respect 

to x and t, respectively, and where the coefficients PpQ^s i * 1>2, are 

constants. The usual assunptions of continuity of initial and boundary 

conditions, and at the comers of R, are made, and $o,4>t are bounded as

t •* w»

2 oil owing the aethod used in chapter 2, seotion 6, we disore tise 

only the spaoe variable x. ?ach line t » oonstant in R is divided into 

M parts, giving M*1 points, x^, i « 0,1, where x^ • ih, and Nh « 1.

Equation (l) is approximated by the equation

x wi •

where 1 » 0,1,...,K| w^ is the approximation to u(x^,t); and is the usual

central difference operator.



JtQ
When I * 0* or N, In equation (2), values of w at 

points outside R, are introduced. These are eliminated by using the 

boundary oondltlons (ib) • For example, when 1 » 0, the value of w^ la 

eliminated, by using the equation

*1. * - P^n “ P2 * *»(*) (3)2h 1 u at
and when 1 « N, Is eliminated, by using the equation

V»1 * *N-1 ♦ ♦ qg ■ $«(t) (A.)
fh dt

Substitution of the relations (j) and (4) Into 

equation (2), gives a system of equations for w^w^ If we put

X, •

then the system of difference-differential equations may be written In

the form

.2 d w
r? 42Ur - ♦ i,

at
(5)

where 1 is a vector with N+1 components, involving the boundary functions 

>o and and U and A are oatrloes of order N+1, given by

2(U *l) -2

(6) U « .12-1

-1 2 -1
-2 2(U $1)

and



Let

**2
0

0
A •

•
0

2 ^2
— z-

and rewrite the ays ten (5) in the fora

*X ■ - r-2 n w - r A v ♦ 1.
dt a Ar n

This system is equivalent to the system
—

it x » •
K20 X

♦
.R —I 0 _s.

(8)

where X is the unit aatrix of order .

Most difference approximations to equation (1),

subjeot to (1a) and (1b), are obtained from equation (5)* by approximating 

the tine derivatives in some way, to give an implicit or an explicit 

method. Clearly, no difference approximation to equation (5) will be 

stable for all t, unless the solutions of (5) are bounded for all t, and 

for all The system (5) has bounded solutions if, end only if, the

system (8) has bounded solutions. The condition for this, (e«g« •ellxaan, 

[Jj)t is that the matrix of order 2N+2, given by

is

B
0

should have all its eigenvalues i “ S2, •••>2N+2, in



0 (9)

hX
L'lementary row operations, applied to the matrix in the deterainantal 

equation

det
hA-

-I

h2 U

-Ml

give the equation

h A *
det

0

i*e«

Ig U 
h u

I(£ A - gl) ♦ If! 0
0

det( 1 A - pi). <Ut( M2! - ■? ♦ T2 0) » 0.
n n n

If is substituted for ph, then the condition for boundedness of the 

solutions of (5) is that the roots of the equation

det( A ♦ 01). datCjJ2! ♦ 0A ♦ U) ■ 0, (10)

should satisfy the condition

a(0) « o.
The values of 0 given by (10) are thus the roots of

?(0) - det(02I ♦ 0A ♦ U) « 0, (11)

sinoe, in the row operations on the matrix in (9 , It is assumed that 

det(A ♦ 01 ) 4 0*

The determination of conditions on p^q^, 1 ■ 1>2, so that the roots of 

(11) satisfy the condition < 0, is equivalent to the solution of a

standard houth-Hurwits problem for the polynomial ?(/9)«



n J
M he ;outh-i;urfflt8 ?roal«n.

The Rou-h—ilurwlte proolea [17] for a given 

polynomial with real coefficients, Is to find conditions on the coefficients 

so that all the roots of the polynomial lie in the negative real half- 

plane. This problem Is easily solved for ?(£)» when no time derivatives 

occur on the boundary of R, (x « 0,1), In the conditions (lb)» Tor, in 

this oase p£ ’ ^2 " and A • 0, so that

F(/?) ■ dotC/Tl ♦ u) - 0. (12)

Jut,ln chapter 1, It has already been shown that the eigenvalues X^ (l«0,

1,of U are real, and ao the roots of (12) are

jjj ■ - Xj » J ■

l.e.

,

provide , 0. If on. of th. .iganrslua. of U 1. n.g.Uv. (..g. 

suppose X« < 0), then

Po « i AX®,

and so there is a root of (12) In R(p) > Q« Thus, whan P2>i2 are both 

sero, the oondltlons for equation (5) to have bounded solutions are the 

oondltlons for the matrix U to have only non-negative eigenvalues; i.s. 

(chapter 1)

>lV P^ » 0,

Pi* » ®.
The oase when p; and q2 are not both sero 

requires further analysis. If the deternlntal equation (10) Is expanded,

the result
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*(0) • [/■ ♦ tO+p^)/*' ♦ 4(p2<l1+p1q2)^ ♦ ^q/N2] Tj^C-jS2) ♦

+ (3(p2+q2)][TK(-^2) - - o,

is obtained# In equation (13) the polynomials T . a « N-2,N-1,N, are as a
defined in chapter 1, i.e.

v-/) • v cj"**1 /jB-2r . (14)
4—-/
r-0

Necessary conditions for a polynomial to have all its roots 

with non-positive real parts were given by Hurwits j 23]* These conditions 

are that the coefficients should all have the same sign* linos the 

coefficient of in (13)> is dearly 1> then the coefficients must

be positive* Using equations(l3) aj&d (14)* the following coefficients 

are easily found.

(i) The oonstant term* which is (p^* P^* I

(ii) The coefficient of which is 4(p1q2* P2<li* P24, *

(ill) The oorffloi.nt of ^2N*1, whieh 1# 2(p2+ q2) ;

(It) The ooeff ioient of f?T, whieh is a positive aultiplo of s 

(2r+l)2r(2p-l)(2r-2) ♦ 4(le*2qa)(lJwl)(N-rei)(2pe1)2» ♦

(K+r)(N*x'»l)(N-re'l)(N-r) ♦ 4(p1*q1)(K*xwl)(H-i>1)(2r*i).
In the coefficient of J^r Jl-n in (iv)* let r • aN* where 

0< a <1, and 1/a is a faotor of N. For l^rge N* a nay be small. Putting 

r » aN in (iv) gives the expression :
rA(2a+l/li)2a(2a-l/N)(2a-2/H) ♦ 4(Up/,<i2)R4(Ua-l40(l-.i-l/R)2a(2^l/R) 

♦ 4p1q1N2(l+a)(l+a-l/K)(l-a*l/N)(i-*) +

4(p1 ♦q1 )J?3( 1 +a-l/N) (1-a+l/H) (2<>1/N), 

and* for large N, the sign of thia will be determined by the sign of



a4 ♦ .

For largo K, a may be taken very small, but still much greater than 1/N.
I 2

In this case a is negligible, compared with a , and the sign of the 

ooeffioient of $~T is determined by the sign of p2^g ♦ 1e

Thus, the following set of necessary conditions, 

for F to have no r^ots in the positive real half-plane, have been

obtained :

(i) P^* P5* <1, > o;

(li^q^P^+p,^ > Qj

(ill) p2> > 0|

(iv) 1 ♦ p^ > 0.

The number of zeros of F(/J),in R(/9) > 0, is given 

by

“ { change in org.F(^)] |

as 0 goes round the large contour |^| « X, R(/0 > 0, provided F has no 

zeros on this contour. The seal-circle may be taken large enough, to 

oontain all the zeros of F in the positive real half-plane, and it will 

be assumed that P1l1* 4 i*e. £ » 0 is not a root of F(0) « 0«

In addition, it is assumed that F has no seros on the imaginary axis. 

Cinoe the largest power of p in F(^) is 2N+2, then, as p from -wi to 

■Hci around the semi-circle (figure 1), arg ?(/?)] increases by (N+1)>, 

approximately. On the imaginary axis p • yi, and

F(yl) « a(y) ♦ ib(y),

where

«(Pi*<l1)/KlTI.(y2) - W”4’]’



and.

*(y) - TNw1(y ) ♦ 2(p2*q2)|3^(y^', - T^Cy2) ! ].

Clearly, therefore, at p « +>i,

a(y) < 0, if N is even, and

b(y) > 0»

Thus, If we assume N to be even, (the same argument holds for ?« odd), 

then, at «i, ?(/*) has negative real part, and positive Imaginary part.

Per ?(/0 to have no roots In R(0) > 0, It Is necessary, and sufficient, 

that, as^ goes from ♦ i to - 1, down the 1 aginary axis, the argument of 

>(/?) should degrease by approximately (K+l)trf i«e. a(y) aust have a sero 

before b(y), and the seroa of a and b must then alternate.

A discussion of the seros of a and b is complicated, 

and so the question of whether they alternate or not was answered 

numerically. (A theoretical analysis la possible, but very tedious, and 

still leaves some questions unanswered.) The Houth algorithm 17j was 

used, with K « 10, for a set of 24 problems, given in table 1. The number 

of roots In R(^) > 0 is given for each value of p^,q^, i ■ 1»2, exoept 

when a coefficient Is negative, In whloh oase this fact is noted. The 

numerical results verify the necessary conditions (l) • (iv), and suggest 

that PptOg > 0, are also necessary oondltlons for the seros of 7 to be 

in the positive real half-plane. The last two conditions may be obtained 

by an argument involving the seros of a and b.

Thus, to the conditions (i) - (iv) may be added

the conditions

(▼) P2 > 0, Oj » 0.

The nuaerio&l results of the next section suggest that these conditions



are sufficient to ensure boundedness of the solutions of (5), an**, 

therefore, stability of the particular difference aethod of solution 

used*

<>2»<J2)

(bi) (o.C (-1/4,1) (-1.1)

(0.0) NONE NONE 8 roots ooeff. < 0.

(bi) NONE NONE 6 roots ooeff. < 0*

(0,1) NONE NCWS 6 roots ooeff* <0*

<-i,1) NONE NONE 6 recta ooeff* < 0*

NONE NONE ooeff* < 0* ooeff• <0*

(-1,1) ooeff*<0. ooeff.<0* ooeff* < 0. ooeff* < 9*

T-ats i.
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The numerical solutions of the 24 problems 

considered la the last section, were obtained for equation (1), subject 

to the Initial conditions

u(x,0) a sin ex
0 < X < 1,i

J■ 0

and the boundary conditions

ux - p^u - p2ut a rcos wt,

ux ♦ <tju ♦ <t,

The theoretical solution of this system is

u(x,t) a sin ex cos wt,

The difference approximation used was the standard ron-veumann approximation,

vix. :

x- °»'I
X - 1. ■>

t » 0.

^1* a

< ■; ■ z* < < <' «■? • < >•

where $ and £ are the usual central di- ferenoe operators, in the x an 1 

t directional w® Is the numerical approximation to u(jh,ak), (a « n+1,n,ft-l)f 

k Is the time increment} and r a k/h is kept fixed. The first order 

time derivative in (5) wo® approximated by

ft u(jh,nk) - (w*J*1 - Wj“1 ).

In the computations, K • 10, and r a 1, The calculations wore eaoh run for 

400 time steps, and the maximum errors were calculated at this stage*

Table 2 shows the error after 10 time steps, and the final error, both as 

percentages of the maximum of the solution*

The results suggest that If (i) - (iv) are not 

satisfied, instability is pronounced* If these are satisfied and (v) la not, 

then the instability is still evident, although it is slower to appear*



(p2.<l2)

( »£) (0,1) (-1/4,1) (-1,4)

(0,0)
2 7. > 7. 4 7. 10 7.

~ ~ -

2 7. 4 7. 10 7. 1057 _

(z>s)
2 7. 3 7. 4 7. 18 7.

• V
2 7. 3 7. 40 7. 1057

(0,1)
2 7. 3 7. 4 7. 10 7.

2 7. 4 7. 10 7. io-51

2j*/• 4 ’/• 5 7. ioo 7.

2i7. 4 7. 24 7. 10"

(-£>2)
247. 4 7. ,5 ’/• 100 7.

- 3 7. 4 7. 60 7.

i

£oT-

(-1,1)
247. 4 7. 5 7.

1 I 1 1

<k---------------
106 ie5 1020 10*
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4.5 -na WAsa, .iX -ta .-.aaf.amtAA .-JMt

In a manner similar to that of ohapter 2, the 

solution of equation (1)> subject to (1a), and (lb\ aay be obtained ae 

the sub of the solutions of the three problems :

(a) (l)>O*)»(lb), with $e * <, “ Of

(b) (l)»(la),(1b), with f1 • f2 * 0, and « Qj

(o) (l)>O*)>0b)t with » f2 “ 0, and £© « 0,

-hen p9 ■ q^ «0, problem (a) is solved as a

Lturm-Liouvill© problem, and (b) and (c) are solved by means Gt* the Laplace 

Tranafora method* The method for problems (b) and (o) follows similarly 

to theuethod used in chapter 2 for the heat equation* Problem (a) is now 

solved as follows :

Let

u(x,t) « X(x) T(t)»

Then
X" • -x2 X , (15)

and
T” - -X2 I, (16)

where X(x) satisfies the boundary conditions

X’(0) - p.X(O) « 0 -s
(17)

X’(1) ♦ IjXO) » 0. J

1 quatlons (1$) and (17) give a Sturm-Llouville problem for the eigenfunctions 

X.(x)t with associated eigenvalues X. As in chapter 2, the eigenvalues 

are the roots of the equation

% 2X - p^
ootx • irw ds)

and the solution u(x»t) is then given by



ill

«<x.t) - V ( . cos Xt ♦ B^ sin Xt)(Xoos Xx ♦ p^ain Xx), (19)
Z—.t

X

tli e values of the constants A^, and Bo being obtained from the initial 

conditions, using the orthogonality properties of the functions X^, l*e*

fi(x) • Vx(x)*

X
and

f2(x) -

X

Thus
f 1 f 1

Ax » f^(x) \(x) dx, and • f2(x) X^(x) d^X *
*0 0

The roots X of equation (18' have been sheen to be real, or 

pure imaginary, in chapter 2. Clearly, if there are any imaginary roots, 

then u(x,t), given by equation 09)> will be unbounded, Mt**. Thus, 

the conditions for the solutions to be bounded are

(1) P^* > 0 I

(ii) Pi ♦ *1 * 0 •

In problems (b) and (c), it con be shown that the same conditions are 

neoessary for the solutions to be bounded*

hen p, and q9 are not both aero, the "'tuna-Liouville method 

is not applicable* The following technique was developed, by ‘rofessor 

Copson, to solve problem (a).

he solution may be written in the fora 

u(x,t) • f(x4-t) ♦ g(t-x),

where f(x) and g(«<) are obtained from the Initial conditions, The functions 

f and g satisfy the following diiTerential equations, obtained by



substituting u(x, t) in the boundary conditions.

O-p2) f’(t) - (l>p2) g’(t) • Pt| f(t) - Pl g(t) « 0 (20)

(i*qg) ffO*t) • (4-qg) «’(t-i) ♦ <Ljf(i+t) ♦ q^gCt-i) a o* (21)

where * denotes differentiation with respect to t. The following 

technique enables us to find the values of f and g on the boundary x » Q>

<2&

and on x » 1, and hence the values of u there.

Let •

F(») r f(t) •~st at,

and
Jo

•(.) * r g(t) .-•* at.

I f’(t) e“stat ■ «F(o) - f(0),Then

provided f (t) stays bounded* as t =«>J and* siailarly* 
f S'(t) •~St4t • •&(»)- g<0). .

0

Jquation (20) then gives

- f(0)) - (l+p2)(eO(s) - g(0)) - p^F(e) - p.,&(s)

i.e.

0»

[ »(1-1>2) - Pil F(») - [ »(1+P2) ♦ pj &<•) • <»(•), (22)

where a is a function of s, which aay be obtained fren the Initial

conditions*
Rewriting equation (21) in the fora :

(Uqg) f'(t) - (1-12) g'(t-2) ♦ 4, f(t) ♦ q1 g(t~2) • 0,

and using the equation

g(t-2) dt -«s e"8^g(t) dt + e—2s /•

J-2

e‘8tg(t) 4*/;



S29
• e"2’ S ♦ •“2< A,

then
(l*q2)(ar(»)-f(o)) - (l-q2)[*“2s(»G-(3)-g(0)) ♦ «~2t] ♦ ♦

^[•^•eCa) ♦ a“2aA] ■ 0,

where A and 3 laay be found from the initial conditions# Thus

C«(i*q2) * •”2a <X») • £(»)• (23)

where p is a known function of s# Equations (22) end ( 2 j), together# give 

F(e) « t(s)/y(a) (24)

and.

C(s) • *(s)/y(a)» (25)

where the functions $#^»y are easily calculated#

The functions f and g are now obtained by inversion

of the Laplace transforms# By contour integration# the function* f and g 

are given as infinite series in the residues of the iiitetTsnds# 

calculated at the poles of ? and G (c#f# chapter 2)# J or f and g to be 

bounded# ai t it is necessary# and sufficient# that all the poles

of F and G should lie in 2(e) < 0#g i#«# the roots of

y(») ■ o.

that is# of

should lie in R(s) < 0#

If the solution u(x#t) is known on x * 0# and x » 1# 

then# by using the characteristics, here x a it# the solution Is obtained 

at axay point in R# as a linear combination of thevalues on the boundary#

If the solution is unbounded on the lines x * 0, and x « 1, then the 

solution is unbounded everywhere in R, as t <♦ «»• Thus# the condition for
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u(x* t) to stay bounded* aa t la &(•) < 0* where a la any root of

equation (26)•
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1^6 The Routh-Hureitz Yoble~, 'or / >an6ccndental nation.

lading conditions on P,.»Qp 1 ■ 1,2, so that

R(s) < 0, for all roots of aquation (26), is a Routh-Hurwits nroblea for 

the transcendental equation. An obvious set of sufficient conditions for 

the roots of (26) to lie in R(s) < 0, is obtained by requiring the function

fs(l-p2)-P1)[
8) * [•t'1*P2)+PjJl*(1*<2)*tJ] *

to have modulus C 1* in R(s) > 0. for, when I ' 0 > 0, then |e | > 1, and

hence,the two functions x, ftn^ • % cannot intersect.

The condition |y(s)| < % in R(s)>0, is 

equivalent to the condition

4(p2+<i2)(i+p2<i2)(ss'' :-»- 2C0+p2<i2)(p1*ii''*(p;♦q2)(p1q2*p2<i1)]»«(a+a)w

♦2p1<t,(p2+q2)(**») ♦ 4(p^q2*q^p2)»a + Zp^ (p1+<l1)(»*»y > o.

Fine* 5(a) > 0, than s+s > 0,and ao a set of sufficient oondltlons la 

obtained by requiring the coefficients of (es) , sTCs+a), eto., to be 

non-negative• Thus, It la sufficient If the following conditions are 

satisfied t

(i) (P2*<l2^',*J,2q2^ *°’

(11) (Up2q2)(p1*q1)*(p2*q2)(p1q2+p2q1) >0}

• (ill) P1Q1(p2+<12) >0;
, . 2 2
(i*) >1*8*02 *’

(▼) P1%,(P1*41) >0.

ay (i), (p2*qg) haa the aaae algn ae (■’♦P2<J2)»

which, by (111), has the aaae al^ft aa p^l and which, in turn, haa the 

s ae sign as (p^), by (▼). Thus, (l*P2q2)(p,*<l1) > 0, and ao (ll) may 

be replaced by the sufficient condition
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Thus, for equation (26) to have all ita root# in ^(a) < 0, it la sufficient 

that

(p,*«,)» (Pj+lg't P^Q^ O+Pjlg). oad (p142«P241)»
should all have the same sign, and that 

2 2
P^ ♦ P2<3Li * Oe

These conditions are strict ones, since, if po « « 0, they reduce to

and a 0, .Thioh are not necessary (see section 4»5«

In 4j> -©liman and Cooke have considered the 

Hurwits problem, for the equation (26;, and hove obtained sufficient 

conditio.~s for the roots of equations of the fom

ii(s,e ) « 0,

to lie in K(s) < 0, when H la a polynomial in a and e • In order to apply 

the results of w write equation (26) in the form

iP2*<J2)» ♦ (P-^lpjooBh a ♦ [(l+P^)®2* (P^+P^)® * P-,1,]

- 0. (27)

The roots of the equation
2 2(a^a ♦ a^s ♦ a^) cosh a ♦ (b^a ♦ b^s ♦ b^) sinh s « 0,

have been discussed by V*K< Capyrin, [5^1# for the case when a^ is not 

aero* This case is the one which occurs in (27) • However, in h, the 

following theorem is proved : (p. U>3) t

In order that all the seros of the function H(s,es), a polynomial 

in s and e3, should lie in R(e) <0, it is sufficient that, if

H(l«,eid) . P(a) + 15(b)*

then either

(i) all the seros of /(a) are real, and for oaoh sero,aQ, of



^(a), the condition

< 0

is satisfied; or

(ii) all the sores of G(a) are real, and for each sero, bc, of &(a), 

the oonditlon

P(b0).G’(b0) » 0,

is satisfied*

Putting 8 ■ ia, in (27), we obtain

G(a) - (p2*O2)a oos a + (p^Og^Pj^' ala a ,and 

?(a) » (p1*41) e°» *- ♦ tPi^j - (l+Pj^*2]

Then

&(a) » 0, when
a a - ~(P2^)a

>,Wl
tan a « (28)

In section 2,8, it was shown that all the roots of 

tan X » V-p)>

wore real if, and only if, 

p > ~1,

Thus, the roots of equation (28) are real if, and only if,

(p
(29)

The condition

G’(a).?(a) > 0,

at roots at G(a) ■ 0, gives the oonditlon

> 0. (JO)
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. Ince a a 0, Is a root of (26), and the other root* are 0(nv), 

then (50) give* the oondltlons

^p2*q2^1*p2q2^ 1 °» wd 
2 2(p,V»2S^i**2)(’iV»sM’iVMP » °*

Thus, a set of sufficient conditions for the roots of (27) to 

lie in the negative real half-plane, la

0) £&_L££l
>2^2

> -1(

(2) (p2+<i2)(i+p2q2) > oj
' ’■ ■ ■ Mb •
(3) (p.q^+Pj^+p+Q2)(p1q2-»p2<i|)(p^2*p2q1'i > o.

dearly, conditions (i) - (▼), aaove, iaply these conditions, 

ocalling the necessary oondltlons for stability of the

differeaoe-diffo rent ial aysten of section 4*3» !•••

* P4 ♦ <1, > o>

W W p2* *2 > (0)

p2* *2 >

1 * P2^2 * °*

it is seen that the second and third conditions together inply condition 

(1), above. However, it 1s not the case that the sufficient conditiona 

for stability of the differential a vs tea. imply the necessary oondltlons 

for stability of the lilTerenoe-difyerential system, or vice-versa. For 

there are values of i « 1,2, satisfying conditions (1),(2),(3)>

but not (0); e»g.

p, • a5 » o» (p:+q2)O*p2<i2) » oj

and there ore values which satisfy (c), but not (1),(2),(j); e.g.

P1 « 0, « 1, p2 ■ -1/Ih q_ ■ 1.



However, it should be noted that, if the further conditions 

P2 > 0, *2 > 0>

are added to (e), then (l),(2),(3), are satisfied, The nunerioal results 

suggested that po,q2 non-negative were necessary conditions.

It ?ms noted that « 0, the differ-

ential system had only bounded solutions for the sane problems for which 

the difference-differential system was stable. But, as the above analysis 

shows, the difi'erence-differential system, when p and q_ are not both 

sero, say be unstable, although the differential system has only bounded 

solutions, This is in contrast to the position for the heat equation,

for which it was shovn that the differential and differenoe-differential

systems had only bounded solutions for the same problems.

As might be expected, the difference in

stability properties,between the differential and difference-differential 

ays teas, disappears as N -> For, if, in the stability polynomial (1j), 

we put

» 4 sinh” s/(2H),

then

f - -2(1 - oosfl'.

where

e « i k •
and so, using the properties givon in chapter 1,

and

T (/) „ atoJtf
iin«



» 2 cos HS » 2 cosh s
/3 U

In addition, as K -* m, «♦ s, and 0 ■* Q. Thus, rewriting (13) as the 

equation

4 oo«h s [(p^) ♦ a (P2*^)l ♦

• * '►O*P2<I8)«V ♦ kVj.O

and# letting H -* «, we obtain the equation

oo«h • (p1+'l1+ •lp2*i2’>) ♦ a^®k-*(p1<1* ip1^2*p?q1 i» ♦ (1*P2^)»2)»O,

which is equation (27) • The condition R(0) < 0, in the limit as N tends 

to infinity, is thus equivalent to R(s) < 0, .U N therefore, the sta

bility properties of the difference-differential and differential systems 

are identical.

Tiiis makes the following fact seen more strange. No matter 

how large N is taken, the polynomial (13) still has roots in R(0) > 0, 

for values of i « 1,2, for which all roots of (27) are in K(s) < 0.

A partial explanation of this fact is found in the paper r24j,of K.E. 

Iverson. In this paper, polynomial approximations to the function e3 are 

considered, of order S, for N < 23* It is shown that, for all such N, 

the polynomials (which were the partial suns of the exponential series) 

have seros in l(s >0, despite the fact that, in this region, Jo* I > 1*

In addition, it is suggested that the partial suss of e* will have roots

in R(s) > 0, for all N however large# The equation (13) is,in faot, a
Vpolynomial approximation to the exponential function in equation (26)# 

he occurrence of roots in R(s) > 0, when equation (26) has no roots there,

may, therefore, be explained by the above remarks.



>314»7 Conclusion.

The preceding study of the effeot of the boundary 

conditions on solutions of the wave equation, clearly leaves sone 

questions unanswered. Necessary and sufficient ocnditionst for the 

solutions of the differential system to be bounded, have yet to be 

obtain®!. It has been shown, however, that, if time derivatives appear in 

the boundary conditions, problems will arise which give bounded solutions 

of the differential system, but which caisiot be solved by any 

discretisation method, of the type which uses the space derivative 

replacement discussed in this chapter. This is in sharp contrast to the 

position when time derivatives do not appear in the boundary conditions | 

then the class of boundary conditions, for which the differential 

equation has bounded solutions, coincides with the class of boundary 

conditions, for which the difference-differential aysten is stable.
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In thia thesis, ini tial*boundary value proulems, 

and nuaerical approximations to them, have been discussed. It has oeen 

shown that the at&bili-y of a lif erence approximation to such a problem 

is affected as much by the boundary conditions, as by the aethod of 

approximation to the differential operator which is used* I or the heat 

equation, and for a class of wave operators, the instability observed in 

the difference approximations, was shown to be oaused by the problems* 

being improperly posed, in the sense defined in ohapter 0. As far as 

these problems show, we can say that, if a difference approximation is 

unconditionally stable for one properly posed problem, then it is 

unconditionally stable for all ooundary conditions for which the proolea 

is properly posed* That this conclusion is not invariably oorreot, was 

shown by the example of the wav© equation with boundary conditions 

involving tim (i*e* tangential) derivatives - there exist properly posed 

problems for which the difference approximations are unconditionally 

unstable*

It has also been noted that the instability 

observed, is an asymptotic instability, l,e* as t <+ «•* i or this reason, 

such instability becomes more important in the iterative solutions of 

equations arising from numerical approximations to, aay, Laplaee*s 

equation. It was demonstrated, in chapter}, that, for a certain class of 

boundary conditions, all the oouaaonly used iterative methods, for the 

numerical solution of baplaoe*s equation, break down*

A fruitful area for further research, would be the

extension of the results of this thesis, to equations with variable



coefficients* and also to non-root angular regions. The former extension 

is essentially similar In fora to the case of constant coefficients, but* 

for non-re otangular regions* nothing has yet oeen attempted*

____________
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